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ABSTRACT

New particle formation (NPF) from gaseous precursor vapors is frequently observed
in the ambient environment and contributes to a major source of global cloud con-
densation nuclei (CCN). The survival and CCN activation of newly formed particles
are highly dependent on particle growth below 10 nm. Characterizing and under-
standing nanoparticle early growth will therefore help to quantify the impact of NPF
on cloud reflectivity and global energy budget. In this work, I first present a recently
developed instrument, the Caltech nano-Scanning Electrical Mobility Spectrome-
ter (nSEMS), which consists of a charge conditioner, a novel differential mobility
analyzer (DMA), and a two-stage condensation particle counter (CPC). This new
design, coupled with a data inversion method that combines empirical calibration
and COMSOL simulation, can help to measure nanoparticle size distributions from
1.5 nm to 25 nm more accurately. This instrument was employed in the experi-
ments conducted in the Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (CLOUD) chamber at
the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) to better understand NPF,
particle growth and survival. Multiple experimental parameters were varied to study
the influence of different highly oxygenated molecules (HOMs) and inorganic trace
gases, such as ammonia and nitrogen oxides on particle early growth. Experiment
results have suggested a novel mechanism that may help to explain nanoparticle
formation and growth in highly polluted urban environments or in the cold free
troposphere. In as little as a few minutes, freshly nucleated particles as small as
2 nanometers in diameter can grow very rapidly due to simultaneous condensation
of nitric acid and ammonia. This can help them to survive through the so-called
“valley of death” where they would otherwise be lost to larger particles, and in-
stead allow them to grow to sizes where they are less vulnerable to loss and can
continue on to sizes where they influence local air quality or climate. Further, the
laboratory results of nanoparticle growth were incorporated into the Global Model
of Aerosol Processes (GLOMAP) model to study the impact of this extremely rapid
growth on the global CCN budget. Having realized the importance of conducting
well-controlled chamber experiments and of using chamber experimental data, we
established an online data infrastructure, the Index of Chamber Atmospheric Re-
search in the United States (ICARUS), for storing, sharing, and using chamber data.
A combined effort of the described works contributes to better measuring the size
distribution of nanoparticles and to understanding their impact on global climate.
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butions, =◦

#

(
3?

)
= 3#/3 log 3?, from four electrical mobility parti-

cle size spectrometers of different, but overlapping, detection ranges.
The DMA-Train, nSEMS and nano-SMPS data were averaged every
five minutes to coordinate with the long-SMPS scanning time reso-
lution. The tail of the size distribution of large particles outside the
detection range was extrapolated by fitting a lognormal distribution.
(b) Comparison of the integrated number concentrations from the
combined size distributions in (a) with total number counts obtained
from fixed cut-off size condensation particle counters. We obtained
the total number concentration of particles, #C (3?0), above a cut-off
size, 3?0 , by integrating the particle size distribution using (Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006): #C =

∫ ∞
3?0

{
=#

(
3?

)
× [UCPC

}
d3?, applying the

size-dependent detection efficiency, [UCPC (Mordas et al., 2008), to
adjust the integrated total number concentration. We plot the total
number concentrations for three different cut-off sizes: 3?0 = 1.7, 2.5,
and 3.0 nm, obtained every 5minutes, with colored symbols as shown
in the legend. We also plot measured total number concentrations
from two instruments: the Airmodus A11 nCNC-system at nominal
cut-off sizes 3?0 = 1.7 and 2.5 nm and a TSI 3776 UCPCwith a nom-
inal cut-off size 3?0 = 2.5 nm. The Airmodus A11 nCNC-system
consists of an A10 PSM and an A20 CPC, which determined both
the size distribution of 1-4 nm aerosol particles and the total number
concentration of particles smaller than 1 `m (Lehtipalo et al., 2016).
The TSI 3776 UCPC has a rapid response time and so rather than
the 5-minute basis for the other points we plot the values from this
instrument with a dashed curve. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
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3.5 Saturation ratio as a function of temperature. At constant nitric
acid and ammonia, a decline in temperature leads to an exponential
increase in the saturation ratio of ammonium nitrate, given by the
product of nitric acid and ammonia vapor concentration. With an
adiabatic lapse rate of -9 ◦C/km during adiabatic vertical mixing,
upward transport of a few hundred meters alone is sufficient for a
saturated nitric acid and ammonia air parcel to reach the saturation
ratio capable of triggering rapid growth at a few nanometers. . . . . 64

3.6 Comparison of growth rates and chemical composition in four simula-
tions at +5 ◦C and -10 ◦Cwith the thermodynamic model MABNAG.
The simulation points are shown in Fig 3.10a) with diamonds as in-
dicated (open for non activating, filled for activating). Top panels (a,
c, e and g) show temporal evolution of the particle diameter. Lower
panels (b, d, f and h) show temporal evolution of the particle-phase
chemical composition. The left-hand column (a, b and e, f) shows
simulations without activation. The right-hand column (c, d and g,
h) shows simulations with activation. We set the HNO3 mixing ratios
at 80 pptv and 400 pptv with 1500 pptv NH3 at +5 ◦C, and set the
HNO3 mixing ratios at 20 pptv and 0.5 pptv with 1500 pptv NH3 at
-10 ◦C, to simulate unsaturated (a, b and e, f) and supersaturated (c,
d and g, h) conditions, respectively. All other conditions were held
constant for the simulations, with the [H2SO4] at 2 × 107 cm−3 and
relative humidity at 60 %. Activation corresponds to a rapid increase
in the nitric acid (nitrate) mass fraction; the simulations for activation
conditions suggest that water activity may be an interesting variable
influencing activation behavior. The activated model results (c, d
and g, h) confirm that supersaturated nitric acid and ammonia lead
to rapid growth of nanoparticles. The simulated activation diameter
at +5 ◦C is ∼ 4 nm, similar to that from the chamber experiment (4.7
nm, Fig 3.10a); at -10 ◦C the simulated activation diameter is < 2
nm, smaller than observed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
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3.7 New-particle formation events observed in various remote and urban
environments (see Table 3.3 for a complete set of references). (a)
Growth rates (GR) versus condensation sink (CS) showing both the
GR and CS are higher in polluted urban environments than in other
environments. (b) Particle formation rates (J) versus a measure of
particle loss via coagulation (CS·104/GR, similar to the theMcMurry
L parameter) showing high new-particle formation rates in urban
conditions where the condensation sinks were so high compared to
the growth rate that survival of nucleated particles should be very
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over 20 nm, except for J at Shanghai Xiao et al., 2015 and Tecamac
Iida et al., 2008, which were calculated from 3 to 6 nm. The bars
indicate 1f total errors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

3.8 Rapid growth events observed in the CERN CLOUD chamber. (a)
Particle nucleation and growth at -10 ◦C with a mixture of 0.44
pptv sulfuric acid and 1915 pptv ammonia at 60 % RH. Particles
form and grow to roughly 10 nm in 30 min. The black curve shows
the linear fit to the 50 % appearance times. (b) Particle formation
and growth under identical conditions but with the addition of 24
pptv of nitric acid vapor formed via NO2 oxidation. Once particles
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sizes, reaching more than 30 nm in 45 min. (c) Observed growth
rates after activation versus the product of measured nitric acid and
ammonia levels at +5 and -10 ◦C. The point corresponding to (b) is
a black bordered green circle and the point corresponding to Fig. 3.9
is a black bordered purple square. Growth rates at a given vapor
product are significantly faster at -10 ◦C than at +5 ◦C, consistent
with semi-volatile condensation that is rate-limited by ammonium
nitrate formation. Error bars are 95 % confidence limits on the fitting
coefficients used to determine growth rates. The overall systematic
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3.9 Chemical composition during a rapid growth event at +5 ◦C and 60
% RH, indicated in Fig. 3.8 with a black outlined purple square. (a)
Gas-phase nitric acid, ammonia and sulfuric acidmixing ratios versus
time in an event initiated by SO2 oxidation, with constant nitric acid
and ammonia. (b) Particle number distributions versus time showing
a clean chamber, followed by nucleation after sulfuric acid formation
and rapid growth once particles reach 2.3 nm. Black curves are
the linear fit to the 50 % appearance times. (c) Particle volume
distributions from the same data, showing that 200 nm particles
dominate themass after 15minutes. (d) FIGAERO thermogram from
a 30 minute filter sample after rapid growth. Particle composition
is dominated by nitrate with a core of sulfate, consistent with rapid
growth by ammonium nitrate condensation on an ammonium sulfate
(or bisulfate) core (note the different H scales; the instrument is not
sensitive to ammonia). A thermogram from just before the formation
event shows no signal from either nitrate or sulfate, indicating that
vapor adsorption did not interfere with the analysis. . . . . . . . . . 68
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3.10 Phase space for rapid growth and nucleation. (a) Ammonium nitrate
saturation ratios versus gas-phase nitric acid and ammonia at 60 %
RH. Solid (slope = -1) lines are S = 1 (bold), 5 (dashed), and 25
(dotted) at -10 ◦C (green) and +5 ◦C (purple). The slope = +1 dot-
dashed gray line indicates a 1:1 ammonia:nitric-acid stoichiometry;
the phase space to the upper left is nitric-acid limited. Observed
activation diameters for measured nitric acid – ammonia pairs are
plotted as numbers inside solid circle and square symbols; open
symbols show no activation. Activation only occurs for ( > 1 and
the activation diameter decreases as ( increases. Points for MAB-
NAG simulations are shown with open triangles for no activation and
filled triangles for activation; simulations indicated with diamonds
are shown in detail in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.6. Points for runs shown
in Figs 3.8 and 3.9 are emphasized with a thick black outline. (b)
Ammonia and nitric acid vapor during a pure ammonium nitrate nu-
cleation scan from -16 to -24 ◦C. (c) Particle formation rates (�1.7)
during the nucleation scan, showing a strong inverse relationship with
temperature at constant HNO3 and NH3, with H2SO4 < 0.002 pptv
and RH starting at 60 % and ending at 40 %. The bars indicate 30
% estimated total error on the nucleation rates, although the overall
systematic scale uncertainties of ± 10 % on NH3 mixing ratio and ±
25 % on HNO3 mixing ratio are not shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
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CLOUD. Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets, an experiment being run at CERN
to investigate the microphysics between galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) and
new aerosol particles under controlled conditions.

CPC. Condensation Particle Counter, a particle counter that detects and counts
aerosol particles by first growing them by condensing supersaturated vapors
on particle seeds.

CS. Condensation sink, a parameter to quantify the rate of vapor condensation
onto an existing aerosol population.

DMA. Differential Mobility Analyzer, the classifier component in an SEMS or
SMPS system that selects particles of different sizes.

FIGAERO-CIMS. Chemical IonizationTime-Of-FlightMass Spectrometer equipped
with a Filter Inlet for Gases and AEROsols, a mass spectrometer that mea-
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GCR. Galactic cosmic rays, high-energy protons and atomic nuclei that move
through the space.

GLOMAP. Global Model of Aerosol Processes, a box model that studies aerosol
microphysics on a large scale.

GR. Growth rates, a parameter to describe how fast nanoparticles grow, given in
nm/h.

HOM. Highly oxygenated molecules, formed from autoxidation involving peroxy
radicals arising from volatile organic compounds.

ICARUS. Index of Chamber Atmospheric Research in the United States, an online
database for atmospheric chamber data storing, sharing, and using.

MABNAG. Model for Acid-Base Chemistry in Nanoparticle Growth, a model that
studies the effect of salt formation on nanoparticle growth.

NPF. New particle formation, a process where nanometer-sized atmospheric par-
ticles form from gaseous reactions.
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C h a p t e r 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation
A more accurate estimation of cloud formation and cloud reflectivity can substan-
tially improve our understanding of global solar radiation and climate (IPCC, 2013).
Because most clouds owe their existence to aerosols, which can serve as tiny seeds
for cloud formation, aerosol-cloud interactions remains one of the most important
phenomena that must be quantified to evaluate the multiplex impact of atmospheric
composition on climate.

Aerosols are minute solid or liquid particles suspended in the air, and they play an
important role in the overall global energy balance and climate. They can scatter
or absorb sunlight and thus directly affect the Earth’s solar radiation. In addition,
because aerosols participate in cloud formation, they can indirectly alter cloud
reflectivity and Earth’s albedo (IPCC, 2013). Aerosol particles can exist in sizes
from 10−4 to 10 `m, falling under the following categories: nucleation mode (<
10 nm), Aitken mode (10 to 100 nm), accumulation mode (100 nm to 1`m), and
coarse mode (> 1 `m) (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Once aerosol particles are in
the accumulation mode, they can act as cloud seeds for water vapors to condense on,
which are called cloud condensation nuclei (CCNs). Size, composition, and other
properties of CCNs can alter cloud brightness and reflectivity (Albrecht, 1989;
Penner et al., 2004). Bright clouds block sunlight from reaching Earth’s surface,
and dark clouds keep the Earth warm. In spite of their small sizes, particles in the
nucleation mode have been estimated to contribute to half of the global CCN budget
(Merikanto et al., 2009). These nanoparticles are formed through the nucleation
of atmospheric condensable vapors and can grow from clusters to large size CCNs
through condensation or coagulation, and thus influence cloud formation and climate
(Fig1.1).

Atmospheric nucleation and new particle formation (NPF) are frequently observed
across the globe: in deserted forests, highly polluted megacities, coastal sites, polar
regions, or the remote free troposphere (Kulmala et al., 2004; Sihto et al., 2011;
Guo et al., 2014; Kerminen et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2019). Field observations have
shown that NPF in the free troposphere and its subsequent downward transport to the
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Figure 1.1: A schematic showing the complication and importance of new particle
formation and growth in the atmosphere. Inorganic and organic vapors from a
variety of sources can form nucleating clusters which stabilize at around 1.7 nm.
These clusters can further grow to fine particles (CCNs) through condensation or
coagulation, which involves complex physical and chemical processes that could
not be fully incorporated into current global models. The failure to capture these
processes has resulted in the greatest uncertainty in estimating and interpreting
Earth’s changing energy budget.

boundary layer has a significant impact on the CCN concentrations and low clouds
formation, which is a major uncertainty source for calculating the Earth’s radiative
forcing (IPCC, 2013; Rose et al., 2017). For example, a rapid downward transport
of nanoparticles was observed during the GoAmazon2014/5 campaign through
precipitation, which influenced cloud properties in the pristine boundary layer (Wang
et al., 2016). In addition to the campaign in the Amazon, the NASA Atmospheric
Tomography Mission results indicated that NPF in the upper troposphere persists
at all longitudes across the tropical band of the globe, which covers about 40% of
Earth’s surface, and is a globally important source of CCNs in the lower troposphere
(Williamson et al., 2019). Other than its impact on clouds, NPF is believed to be
a major contributor to urban smog and haze formation in populated cities, which
raises significant health concerns that are related to human exposures to particulate
matter (Anderson et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2018). Compared to
large particles, these tiny nanoparticles freshly formed from nucleation are believed
to exert the most severe health effects, since they are small enough to be deposited
in the pulmonary region or to penetrate into bloodstream (Lee et al., 2019).

Given the significance of NPF in both climate and human health, it is crucial for us
scientists to better study this process and to evaluate its impact. Despite the rigorous
efforts that have been made to measure, characterize, and understand NPF, there are
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many challenges lying ahead. For instance, particle-size distribution measurement
in the low-nanometer regime suffers great uncertainties due to the low transmis-
sion efficiencies in conventional sizing instrument because small particles are more
prone to high diffusional losses (Jiang et al., 2011). Although field observations have
provided valuable information on NPF, the mechanism of nucleation and NPF can
only be understood if isolated from other atmospheric processes, which will require
precisely controlled laboratory setup with state-of-the-art measurement techniques.
The explicit detailed schemes of NPF and its subsequent growth observed in labora-
tory are often too computationally expensive to include in large-scale modeling. Yet
the current simplified representation of NPF and its contribution to cloud formation
in current models cannot fully capture the importance of NPF on a global scale.
Compared to the measurement data, models tend to underestimate the magnitude
of NPF and subsequent growth of nanoparticles to CCN sizes (Williamson et al.,
2019).

1.2 Content and Organization
In an effort to overcome the above challenges in understanding NPF and its impact,
I have dedicated my dissertation work, included in the chapters and appendices of
this thesis, to better measure, characterize, and quantify nanoparticle formation and
its early growth (Figure 1.2). This dissertation aims to present advances in nanopar-
ticle measuring techniques that can be used both in laboratory and field studies,
demonstrate significant findings from well-controlled environmental chamber stud-
ies, bridge the discrepancies between modeling and observations, and establish a
new platform to better organize, share, and use environmental chamber data.

Figure 1.2: Organizational roadmap of this dissertation on investigating atmospheric
new particle formation and aerosol-cloud interaction
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Chapter 2: Instrumentation Development
Nanoparticle size distributions measured from conventional differential mobility
analyzers often suffer great uncertainties in the small size range (< 10 nm) due to
particle diffusional loss and biased data interpretation. The Caltech nano-Scanning
Electrical Mobility Spectrometer (nSEMS) has demonstrated a better instrument
performance in nanometer-sized range with a completely new design. The nSEMS
consists of a soft x-ray charge conditioner, a novel particle classifier, and a two-
stage condensation particle counter (CPC). The accuracy of data interpretation and
inversion has also been enhanced using detailed numerical modeling of flows, fields,
and particle trajectories. I characterized each individual component of the nSEMS
and validated the integrated transfer function with empirical measurements. The
viability of nSEMS has been proved by its successful application in experiments
conducted in the Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (CLOUD) chamber at the
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). The size distribution results
acquired from the nSEMS during the CLOUD experiments have greatly improved
our understanding of urban NPF.

Chapter 3: Laboratory Studies
How nanoparticles survive in urban environments remains one of the most puzzling
topics in the field. If urban particle growth rates are similar to those found in cleaner
environments (1-10 nm/h), then conventional understanding suggests that new urban
particles should be rapidly scavenged by the high concentration of pre-existing
particles. In order to better understand the chemical and physical processes of NPF
in cities and isolate other factors that may affect nanoparticle growth, we conducted a
number of experiments under various atmospheric conditions in the well-controlled
CLOUD chamber. Multiple experimental parameters were varied to study the
influence of different highly oxygenated molecules (HOMs) and inorganic trace
gases, such as ammonia and nitrogen oxides on particle early growth. Our results
suggest that below about +5 $C, nitric-acid and ammonia vapors can condense onto
freshly nucleated particles as small as a few nanometers in diameter and the resulting
particle growth rates can be extremely high, reaching well above 100 nm/h. This
phenomenon is very likely to occur in inhomogeneous urban settings, especially in
wintertime with strong local sources such as traffic, as well as vertical mixing. The
results from this CLOUD study may help to explain how freshly nucleated particles
can be shepherded through the smallest size range where they are most vulnerable
to scavenging loss and survive to form larger particles even in highly polluted cities.
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Chapter 4: Modeling and Impact
The explicit physical and chemical processes of nanoparticle growth derived from
chamber studies, including those from CLOUD, are often too computationally ex-
pensive to include in large-scale modeling. To achieve the best trade-off between
computation cost and accuracy, nanoparticle early growth results from CLOUD
experiments have been parameterized using thermodynamic and kinetic principles.
In order to capture the full picture of nanoparticle growth, survival, and activa-
tion, size distribution information from the nSEMS were compared and combined
with other particle sizing instruments from CLOUD to obtain a continuous particle
growth profile over the range from 1 to 500 nm. Nanoparticle growthwasmodeled as
gas-to-particle condensational growth to compare with experimental measurements.
The resulting parameter was defined as the condensational flux that contributes to
particle growth. I then evaluated the parameter derived from the CLOUD experi-
ments by incorporating it into the Global Model of Aerosol Processes (GLOMAP),
which introduces a new convention of describing particle growth in box models.

Chapter 5: Database Development
The CLOUD experiments demonstrated the importance of conducting chamber
experiments to study aerosols as they help to constrain experimental variables and
to understand complicated processes andmechanisms. In order to better store, share,
and use atmospheric chamber data in the U.S., the Index of Chamber Atmospheric
Research in the United States (ICARUS) project aimed to create a sustainable web-
based infrastructure for chamber data archiving and organization. An open-access
website was established by our project to upload and store atmospheric chamber
experimental data. I have also developed multiple software tools, experimental
protocols, and data conventions to facilitate the data organization process.
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C h a p t e r 2

THE NANO-SCANNING ELECTRICAL MOBILITY
SPECTROMETER (NSEMS) AND ITS APPLICATION TO SIZE
DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS OF 1.5–25 NM PARTICLES

W. Kong, S. Amanatidis, H. Mai, C. Kim, B. Schulze, Y. Huang, G. Lewis, S. V.
Hering, J. H. Seinfeld, andR.C. Flagan (2020). “The nano-scanning electricalmo-
bility spectrometer (nSEMS) and its application to size distributionmeasurements
of 1.5-25 nm particles”. In: Atmospheric Measurement Techniques. Submitted.

abstract
Particle size measurement in the low nanometer regime is of great importance to
the study of cloud formation and to better understand aerosol-climate interaction.
Here we present the design, modeling, and experimental characterization of the
nano-Scanning Electrical Mobility Spectrometer (nSEMS), a recently developed
instrument that probes particle physical properties in the 1.5 - 25 nm range. The
nSEMS consists of a charge conditioner, a novel differential mobility analyzer, and
a two-stage condensation particle counter (CPC). The charge conditioner employs
a soft x-ray bipolar ion source in a compact housing designed to optimize both
nanoparticle charging and transmission efficiency. The mobility analyzer, a radial
opposed migration ion and aerosol classifier (ROMIAC), can classify nanometer-
sized particles with minimal degradation of its resolution or diffusional losses.
The ROMIAC operates on a dual high-voltage supply with fast polarity-switching
capability to minimize sensitivity to variations in the chemical nature of the ions
used to charge the aerosol. Particles transmitted through the charge conditioner
and mobility analyzer are measured using a two-stage CPC. They are first activated
in a fast-mixing diethylene glycol (DEG) stage before being counted by a second
detection stage, an ADI MAGICTM water-based CPC. The transfer function of the
integrated instrument is derived fromboth finite-elementmodeling and experimental
characterization. The nSEMS performance has been evaluated during measurement
of transient nucleation and growth events in the CLOUD atmospheric chamber
at CERN. We show that the nSEMS can provide high time and size resolution
measurement of nanoparticles, and can capture the critical aerosol dynamics of
newly formed atmospheric particles.
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2.1 Introduction
Aerosol particles can either be emitted into the atmosphere directly from primary
sources, or generated through the nucleation of atmospheric condensable precursor
vapors. Atmospheric nucleation, or new particle formation (NPF), is frequently
observed across the globe under diverse environmental conditions, ranging from
populated urban centers (Dunn et al., 2004; Z. Wang et al., 2017; Yao et al., 2018;
M. Wang et al., 2020) to remote areas such as forests or oceans (O’Dowd et al.,
2002; Bonn and Moortgat, 2003; Paasonen et al., 2010; Dall’Osto et al., 2017),
as well as in the free troposphere (Kulmala et al., 2004; Kerminen et al., 2018;
Lee et al., 2019). Large-scale simulations and parameterizations suggest that NPF
may generate half of the global cloud condensation nuclei (CCN, Merikanto et al.,
2009; Gordon et al., 2017). In addition to their climate impact, ultrafine particles
formed by nucleation can also have disproportionate adverse effects on human health
(Brown et al., 2000).

To understand the formation and subsequent growth of freshly nucleated particles in
the atmosphere and to evaluate their impact on climate and human health requires
measurement techniques that can enable particle size distribution measurements in
the low-nanometer regime. Nanoparticle sizing is often achieved using electrical
mobility to separate charged particles according to the velocities with which they
migrate in an electric field. The differential mobility analyzer (DMA) has long been
the most widely used instrument to measure size distribution of sub-micron (< 1 `m)
aerosol particles (Knutson and Whitby, 1975; Flagan, 1998). Most DMAs separate
charged aerosol particles of different electrical mobilities by applying an electric
field between two coaxial electrodes that are parallel to a particle-free sheath flow.
Classified particles from the DMAs are typically counted by a condensation particle
counter (CPC) that uses supersaturated vapors to growparticle seeds before detection
(Quant et al., 1992). This integrated instrument initially used step-wise variation
in the voltage. By keeping the voltage applied between the electrodes constant
at each step, particles are transmitted throughout the entire system under a steady
field profile before they are counted by the CPC. This static-mode measurement
system is referred to as the DMPS, or the differential mobility particle sizer (Fissan
et al., 1983). However, since the DMPS often requires the system to reach a steady-
state before any reliable measurement can be made, the relatively long residence
time of the particles in the DMA makes it less ideal to capture transient aerosol
activities. By continuously changing the voltage through an exponential ramp,
the scanning electrical mobility spectrometer (SEMS; also known as the Scanning
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Mobility Particle Sizer, SMPS) considerably accelerates the particle classification
using electrical mobility (S. C. Wang and Flagan, 1990).

While the traditional SEMS can only detect particles with mobility-equivalent di-
ameters above 10 nm, many efforts have focused on extending the classification
range to smaller aerosol particles. The first major step in this direction was the Vi-
enna short-column DMA that measured nanoparticles down to 3.5 nm (Winklmayr
et al., 1991); the "nano-DMA", modified from the traditional long-column DMA
design, can measure particle size distribution in the range of 3 - 50 nm (D. .-.-R.
Chen et al., 1998); a radial DMA (RDMA) that classifies particles in a radial flow
toward the center of parallel disk electrodes also demonstrated a high detection
efficiency for particles between 3 - 10 nm (S.-H. Zhang et al., 1995). Both designs
have been extended to smaller sizes. Through meticulous aerodynamic design and
very large sheath flow rates, up to 1000 L/min, Rosell-Llompart et al. (1996) re-
fined the Vienna DMA into one instrument suitable for particle classification down
to as small as 1 nm. Brunelli et al. (2009) developed an RDMA that could also
classify 1 nm particles at much more modest flow rates, albeit at lower resolution.
An opposed migration aerosol classifier (OMAC) design uses a particle-free cross
flow instead of the parallel sheath flow in the DMAs to balance particle electrical
migration. Since the aerosol being classified fills the space between the electrodes,
rather than occupying only a narrow slice of that space as in a DMA, this changes
of the scaling for where diffusion begins to degrade the resolution of the classifier,
thereby enabling classification at lower voltages, or operation at higher resolution
than is possible with conventional DMAs (Flagan, 2004; Downard et al., 2011). The
radial opposed migration ion and aerosol classifier (ROMIAC), a radial form of the
OMAC, was prototyped and proved its capacity of measuring sub-2 nm particles or
ions and even separating peptide stereoisomers owing to its high resolving power
(Mui et al., 2013; Mui et al., 2017). The challenges with measuring particles in the
low-nanometer regime lie not only in classification, but also in particle detection.
Some single-stage CPCs have been operated at sufficiently high supersaturation to
activate particles as small as 1 nm diameters, but in the experiment that requires
high radiation environment for which this instrument was developed, this can lead
to nucleation within the CPC. Therefore, we took a more conservative approach that
has proven robust and effective for sub-10nm particle detection, namely a two-stage
CPC, in which the first stage employs a low vapor pressure working fluid, typically
diethylene glycol (DEG) that can activate small particles with minimal risk of ho-
mogeneous nucleation (Iida et al., 2009). Owing to the low vapor pressure, the
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first stage does not grow particles to optically detectable size, so a second "booster"
stage is used to grow the activated clusters and optically detect them. The second
stage is typically a conventional CPC. The operation of two activation and growth
systems in series compounds another challenge to SEMS/SMPS measurements; the
residence time within the CPC can distribute counts of particles that exit the DMA
over many time bins (Russell et al., 1995; Collins et al., 2002), thereby degrading the
resolution of the instrument, especially for tiny nanoparticles for which resolution
may already have been compromised due to diffusional broadening. This effect
becomes increasingly important at scan rates that are fast relative to the response
time of the CPC. Therefore, CPCs with a narrow distribution of residence times are
preferred for a SEMS that targets the low-nanometer range.

In this work we show the development of a nano-scanning electrical mobility spec-
trometer (nSEMS) that features a soft x-ray aerosol charge conditioner, a fast-
scanning ROMIAC particle classifier, and a two-stage CPC, to acquire fast and
accurate particle size distributions in the range of 1.5 - 25 nm. The two-stage CPC
includes a fast-mixing activation stage using DEG as working fluid, followed by an
eco-friendly, fast-response, water-based CPC (Hering et al., 2019). Each compo-
nent of the nSEMS was characterized separately; the integrated transfer function
was derived based on both experimental results and finite-element modeling using
COMSOL MultiphysicsTM. The nSEMS has been intensively used in the Cos-
mics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (CLOUD) experiments at CERN. A comparison of
nSEMS data with measurements from other well-calibrated particle sizing instru-
ments at CLOUD confirms its capacity to provide reliable size distribution in the
low-nanometer size regime.

2.2 The nSEMS Design and System Features
The nSEMS was designed to capture critical aerosol dynamics during atmospheric
nucleation and subsequent nanoparticle growth, both in environmental chamber
experiments and in ambient measurements. To this end, its design and operating
parameters have been optimized to provide size distribution measurements with
relatively high size resolution in the sub-25 nm range, and with a fairly short duty
cycle. The nSEMS classifies particles of different sizes according to their electrical
mobilities, /?, which is defined as the ratio of particle migration velocity, E<, to the
electric field strength within the classifier, � :

/? =
E<

�
=
q4�2

3c`3?
(2.1)
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where q is the net number of elementary charges, 4, on the particle, �2 is the
Cunningham slip correction factor that accounts for the noncontinuum effects, `
is the dynamic viscosity, and 3? is the particle diameter. Figure 2.1 shows a
schematic of nSEMS main components; a soft x-ray charger, a ROMIAC that
operates on a continuously varying voltage, and a two-stage CPC. Detailed operating
parameters and default settings are summarized in Table 2.1. Particles entering a
mobility-based sizing system typically pass through a charge conditioner to attain
a known, steady-state charge distribution to enable accurate data inversion. The
nSEMS charge conditioner employs a soft x-ray source that directly ionizes the air
around the incoming particles. The charge conditioner can be remotely switched
off to enable measurements based on the natural charge of ions or particles, if so
desired. Although it remains challenging to determine the actual charging state
of sub-20 nm particles (Lòpez-Yglesias and Flagan, 2013), the Fuchs charging
efficiencies, 52, used in electrical mobility calculations are approximated based on
the Wiedensohler (1988) correlation for consistency with other studies (Tröstl et al.,
2015; D. Stolzenburg et al., 2017) and to facilitate comparison with data from other
instruments. While the ROMIAC only requires an aerosol sample flow rate of 1.2
L/min in the default setup, the charge conditioner pulls the aerosol at a higher flow
rate (4.6 L/min) to overcome the high diffusional losses. The aerosol entering the
ROMIAC is drawn from the core of the flow exiting the charge conditioner (M. R.
Stolzenburg and McMurry, 1991). The charged nanoparticles transmitted through
a core-sampling probe enter the ROMIAC at a flowrate of 1.2 L/min, tangentially
into a flow distribution channel, and then enters the classification region through a
narrow slit. Unlike traditional DMAs, where the particle-free sheath flow is parallel
to the electrodes, ROMIAC uses a 12 L/min recirculated, filtered cross-flow that
enters and exits the classification region through screen electrodes (Flagan, 2004;
Mui et al., 2013; Mui et al., 2017). For nondiffusive particles, the ideal resolving
power of the classifier, Rnom,nd, is given as:

Rnom,nd =
1

V (1 + |X |) (2.2)

for all of the designs, configurations or flow rate ratios (Flagan, 1999). The two flow
factors, the imbalance factor, X, and the aerosol-to-cross-flow ratio, V, are defined
as:

X =
&c −&a
&a +&c

, V =
&a +&c

&x, in +&x, out
(2.3)

where &a is the incoming polydipersed aerosol flow rate, &c is that of the outgoing
classified sample flow, and &x, in and &x, out are the entering and exiting cross
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flow rates. If the incoming flows are balanced with the outgoing flows (&a = &c;
&x, in = &x, out), then the two factors can be simplified to X = 0, V = R−1

nom,nd. A
resolution of Rnom,nd = 10 is generally sufficient to capture the critical cluster-to-
ion formation process under ambient conditions. In order to get a reasonable size
coverage to study the subsequent condensational or coagulational growth of newly
formed nanoparticles, voltage is exponentially ramped between 20 V and 10,000 V
with a characteristic time:

gB =
Cramp

ln(+high/+low)
(2.4)

of approximately 8 s. The mean residence time of the sample flow in the classifier,
g 5 , is:

g 5 =
Vclass
&class

(2.5)

withVclass and &class = (&a +&c)/2 corresponding to the volume and particle flow
rates in the classification region. For the ROMIAC, Vclass = c('2

2 − '
2
1)1, where

'1 = 0.24 cm and '2 = 1.61 cm are the inner/outer electrode radii, 1 = 1 cm is
the gap between the high-voltage and ground electrodes, resulting in a classification
volume Vclass ' 8.0 cm3. The resulting mean gas residence time at the nominal
aerosol flow rate is g 5 ' 0.4 s. The mobility of the particles that is transmitted
through an ideal, constant-voltage ROMIAC is:

/∗p,ideal =

(
&x, in +&x, out

)
1

2c
(
'2

2 − '
2
1

)
+∗

(2.6)

where /∗p,ideal can be treated as the centroid particle electrical mobility in scanning
mode assuming highly idealized flow and electric fields and corresponds to the peak
of the transfer functions (S.-H. Zhang et al., 1995; Mui et al., 2017). +∗ is the
corresponding voltage applied to the central electrode.

Most mobility-based particle sizing systems measure only one polarity of charged
particles (usually positive) by employing a single polarity high-voltage supply.
Since the nSEMS employs a soft x-ray ion source in the charge conditioner, the
aerosol downstream of the charge conditioner contains both negatively and positively
charged particles as they collide with ions of both polarities. Because ion properties,
such as mass, mobility, and concentration, as well as experimental conditions can all
affect particle charging efficiency, and the ions produced by the soft x-rays can vary
due to trace species in the gas, measuring only particles with single polarity may
lead to uncertainties and variabilities in computing particle concentrations (Steiner
et al., 2014; X. Chen et al., 2018). To optimize instrument performance and avoid
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potential variability in particle charging, the ROMIAC operates on a custom-built
dual high-voltage supply with fast polarity-switching capability. In the default op-
erating mode of the nSEMS, the polarity of the scanning voltage is switched at the
start of every scan, but the polarity can also be fixed, either positive or negative, or
it can be turned off to meet different scientific needs. This feature not only helps
to better understand the performance of bipolar diffusion charging, it also enables
measurement of the charge state of the sampled aerosol particles by deactivating the
charge conditioner for some or all scans. This becomes an important feature when
studying atmospheric nucleation as it enables discrimination between neutral and
ion-mediated nucleation (Kirkby et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2017).

Classified particles transmitted through the ROMIAC are subsequently detected by
a two-stage CPC that enables particle counting approaching 1 nm in size (Iida et al.,
2009). The first stage employs a fast-mixing condensational activation and growth
reactor (J. Wang et al., 2002; Shah and Cocker, 2005) that uses DEG as the working
fluid to activate the nanoparticles. As in the Airmodus particle-size magnifiers and
the CPC of Sgro and J. F. d. l. Mora (2004), supersaturation is produced by turbulent
mixing of the hot (70 ◦C) DEG vapor with cold (20 ◦C) particle-laden flow, at a
flow rate of 0.3 and 1.2 L/min, respectively. The downstream growth tube is cooled
to 10 ◦C to accelerate particle growth and remove excess vapor. In contrast to the
Airmodus particle size magnifier (PSM) and the CPC of Sgro and J. F. d. l. Mora
(2004), on which the PSM is based, the residence time in the activation stage of the
present CPC has been minimized to speed instrument response. A modified ADI
MAGICTM water-based CPC serves as the second stage to grow particles sufficiently
large for optical detection (Hering et al., 2019). Particle counts are recorded over
the nSEMS size distribution scan at 5Hz. The sample flow rate of the CPC is
1.00 L/min. Between the activation and booster stages, the flow is split between
the water-CPC and a smaller excess flow to minimize deposition of excessive DEG
vapor in the intervening plumbing and the water CPC.

Data acquisition and instrument control for the nSEMS are accomplished with a
National InstrumentsTM sbRIO-9637 CompactRIO single-board controller coupled
with a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) module. The FPGAmodule, which
is programmable using LabVIEW 2018, is capable of operating at clock speeds up
to 40 MHz with optimized hardware and memory settings. The FPGA is controlled
by a microprocessor that runs on a real-time Linux operating system (OS), greatly
reducing the overhead and response lag associated with typical LabVIEW applica-
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tions running on other platforms. The real-time OS and FPGA enable independent
time loops for precise control of the voltage exponential ramp and recording of
CPC concentrations. The board controller is connected to a Windows PC via Ether-
net, enabling communication among different programs, visualization of real-time
data, and online monitoring of critical parameters without compromising instrument
timing.

2.3 Characterization of the nSEMS
Compared to the DMPS, the SEMS can accelerate mobility-based size distribution
measurements by classifying particles in a time-varying electric field and eliminat-
ing the transition time between measurement channels. Although the exponential
voltage ramping allows investigation of rapidly evolving aerosol particles, it alters
the particle trajectories in the classifier, such that the transfer function may differ
significantly from that expected for a DMPS. Numerical simulations of particle tra-
jectories in a scanning cylindrical DMA have shown that the width of instrument
transfer function for fast scans can be significantly greater than that for a static
DMA (Collins et al., 2004; Mai and Flagan, 2018; Mai et al., 2018). Similarly,
voltage scanning of the ROMIAC may distort the transfer functions from those seen
in static-mode operation.

Finite-element modeling of particle transmission
Both numerical simulations and derivations of analytical solutions for idealized
instruments have proven to be powerful tools in the study of the transfer functions
of DMAs operating in scanning mode (Collins et al., 2004; Dubey and Dhaniyala,
2011). However, the ROMIAC geometry and particle trajectories are more compli-
cated than those in long-column cylindrical DMAs. In order to fully understand the
flows, electric field, and particle trajectories inside a scanning ROMIAC, particle
transmission has been examined with finite-element simulations using COMSOL
Multiphysics® (Version 5.3).

We have solved Navier-Stokes and Maxwell equations for the flow and electric
fields, respectively, using the "Laminar" and "Electrostatic" modules in COMSOL
Multiphysics®. The time-varying electric field, �(G,H,I,C) , can be treated as quasi-
steady state:

�(G,H,I,C) = �0(G, H, I) 5 (C) , (2.7)

where �0(G, H, I) is the electric field in the beginning of the voltage ramp at + (C =
0) = +low, and 5 (C) is the time variation factor depending on the characteristic
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ramping time gB defined in Eq.(2.4):

5 (C) =


1, 0 ≤ C < Clow
4

C−Clow
gs , Clow ≤ C < Clow + Cramp

+high

+low
, Clow + Cramp ≤ C < Clow + Cramp + Chigh

(2.8)

Because the particles classified in the ROMIAC are sufficiently small that their
inertial effects can be neglected, particle motion is numerically simulated using the
“Particle trajectories” module in COMSOL, with only the drag, electrostatic forces,
and Brownian motion being considered, as the particles are assumed to be massless.
The scanning ROMIAC transfer function is defined as

ΩROMIAC(/p, V, X, C) =
&c #c(C)
&a #a

, (2.9)

where#a and#c are the number of particles going in and coming out of theROMIAC
during the simulation. In order to determine the scanningROMIAC transfer function
with adequate time resolution, 200 particles are injected into the ROMIAC every 2.5
ms; simulations were performed for the default flows and voltage ramp settings listed
in Table 2.1. The times at which particles enter and exit the scanning ROMIAC
were recorded. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the finite-element solutions of
the flow and electric fields for 3p = 4 nm particles. The modeled instrument
response for particles with 13 different mobility diameters across the sizing range
of the instrument are shown with solid lines in Figure 2.3. The peak transmission
ratio for particles larger than about 5 nm remains flat, at approximately 60%, and
progressively drops at smaller sizes. Simulation was also performed for different
ramp times in order to compare the transfer function distortions that may result from
fast voltage scanning (Figure 2.12).

Laboratory characterization of the ROMIAC
Although particle trajectory simulations usingCOMSOLMultiphysics® have proven
very effective at retrieving particle transfer functions, they cannot fully capture the
nonideal behavior of particles inside the classifier due to the high computation
cost (Mai and Flagan, 2018; Amanatidis et al., 2020). As a result, experimental
calibrations are needed to closely examine the scanning ROMIAC performance.
Figure 2.4 shows the tandem differential mobility analyzer (TDMA, Rader and
McMurry, 1986) calibration setup used; aerosols of a known size are selected
with a classifier (a constant voltage ROMIAC or DMA for small, 1 - 20 nm, or
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large, 12 - 26.5 nm, respectively) before entering the nSEMS. Depending on the
target size range, source particles were generated from electrosprayed tetra-alkyl
ammonium solutions (Ude and J. F. d. l. Mora, 2005), a heated Nichrome wire, or
atomized sodium chloride solution. The polydisperse aerosols generated from the
hotwire or the atomizer were size-selected by a ROMIAC or a cylindrical DMA
operating at constant voltage to provide a narrow-mobility distribution sample for
nSEMS calibration. In order for the size-selected source particles to approximate a
monodisperse aerosol, both the cylindrical DMA and the classifying ROMIACwere
run at higher resolution than the nSEMS standard operating condition (R=3 ≥ 10),
using open-loop controlled sheath flow or cross flow, respectively.

Due to perturbations of the electric field and imperfections in the instrument fabri-
cation, particle transmission in the ROMIAC can deviate from the designed perfor-
mance. When the ROMIAC of the nSEMS is operated in static mode, correction
factors can be determined empirically to account for any deviations from theoretical
or numerical performance. In terms of particle sizing, an empirical mobility cor-
rection factor, 5I, can be calculated by comparing the experimental transfer function
with the expected /∗p,ideal, as defined in Eq.(2.6) using the TDMA calibration setup
(Mui et al., 2017). This correction factor, 5I = /∗?//∗p,ideal, is estimated to be 1.03
for the ROMIAC classifier used in the nSEMS system.

Characterization of the two-stage CPC
In addition to the ROMIAC, nonideal performance of the two-stage CPC may also
affect the nSEMS data acquisition and interpretation. Figure 2.5 shows the experi-
mental setup that was used to measure the size-dependent detection efficiency of the
two-stage CPC. The classifying ROMIACwas operated in static mode with a resolv-
ing power of R=3 = 10. The hotwire particle generator was set at similar conditions
as shown in Figure 2.4. An aerosol electrometer was placed in between the RO-
MIAC and the two-stage CPC to measure the total particle number concentrations
coming out of the classifier. The plumbing upstream of the CPC was kept the same
as on the integrated nSEMS system so that the resulting plumbing delays would be
taken into account in this calibration. The CPC counting efficiency relative to that
of the aerosol electrometer is shown in Figure 2.6. The 50% cut-off size is about 1.6
nm, and the counting efficiency reaches a plateau when particle mobility-equivalent
diameter is larger than about 2.1 nm (3? ≥ 2.1nm). The empirically determined
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two-stage CPC counting efficiency was fitted with a logistic function:

[cpc =
[max

1 + 4−: (3p−3p,0)
, (2.10)

where [max = 0.841, : = 6.30 nm−1, and 3p,0 = 1.54 nm, based on the calibration
results.

In addition to detection efficiency, the delay in CPC response also complicates the
transfer function of the system. When the classifier is operated at scanning mode,
the slow response of the CPC may introduce a smearing effect and broaden the
particle transfer functions (Russell et al., 1995; Collins et al., 2002). To explore the
extent of this effect, the nSEMS was run with different voltage ramp times (10 s -
1400 s). At long voltage ramp times, e.g., at 1400 s, the nSEMS can be treated as
operating in a quasi-static mode, where the CPC response time has no impact on the
transfer functions. Figure 2.7 shows the experimentally determined particle transfer
functions of the nSEMS at different Cramp, for 3p = 18 nm particles. The results
indicate that the smearing effect is small when Cramp is longer than 30 s (gs ≥ 4.83
s). To account for this effect, the response of the two-stage CPC can be modeled as
a plug flow reactor (PFR) in series with a continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR)
to estimate its particle residence time distribution, �cp(C) (Russell et al., 1995; Mai
et al., 2018):

�cp(C) = �p(C) ★ �c(C) (2.11)

=

∞∫
−∞

�c(C′)�p(C − C′)dC′

=


0, C < gp

1
gc
4
− C−gp

gc , C ≥ gp,

where gp and gc are the mean residence time of the PFR and the CSTR, respectively,
and ★ is the symbol for the convolution of two functions (Bracewell and Bracewell,
1986). The transfer function of the integrated nSEMS system, ΩnSEMS(/p, V, X, C),
can be written as

ΩnSEMS(/p, V, X, C) = ΩROMIAC(/p, V, X, C) ★ �cp(C) (2.12)

The residence time distribution is computed by deconvoluting the quasi-static
nSEMS transfer function measured with Cramp = 1400 s, from that measured with
Cramp = 50 s. The resulting characteristic times for the CPC residence time distribu-
tion were gc = 0.20 s and gp = 0.70 s (2.13). The dashed lines in Figure 2.3 show
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the convoluted nSEMS transfer function, ΩnSEMS(/p, V, X, C), combining the CPC
residence time distribution in addition to the scanning ROMIAC simulation.

Derivation of the integrated instrument transfer function and data inversion
Data inversion is required to retrieve particle size distribution of the source particles,
# , from the particle counts measured by the CPC, RnSEMS, given that:

RnSEMS = AnSEMS# (2.13)

where AnSEMS is often referred to as the inversion kernel for the instrument. The
time-series instrument response can be written as RnSEMS = ['nSEMS,1, 'nSEMS,2,

· · · , 'nSEMS,�]T. With the default nSEMS voltage ramp time, Cramp = 50 s, and
the CPC data recording frequency, Cc = 0.2 s, the vector length for one complete
scan is � = 250. The particle number counts recorded by the CPC in the 8th time
bin, 'nSEMS,8, can be represented as the integral of the total number of particles
transmitted over the time interval (8 − 1)Cc ≤ C < 8Cc:

'nSEMS,8 = &a

∫ 8Cc

(8−1)Cc

∫ ∞

−∞
# (3p)

∑
q

?charge(3p, q) [CPC(3p, q)

× ΩnSEMS(/p(3p, q), V, X, C) d3p dC (2.14)

The particle charging probability from the soft x-ray charge conditioner, ?charge(3p, q),
was assumed to be that of the Wiedensohler (1988) approximation, and is computed
separately for scans of negative and positive polarity. In order to obtain the in-
strument transfer function, ΩnSEMS(/p, V, X, C), for each time bin, the simulated
ROMIAC transfer functions were first fitted as Gaussian functions:

ΩROMIAC(/p, V, X, C) = 0 exp
(
− (C − 1)

2

222

)
(2.15)

The three fitting parameters, 0, 1, and 2, were then interpolated over the entire
time vector with 250 bins. By substituting the interpolated parameters back into
Eq.(2.15), a ROMIAC transfer function, ΩROMIAC(/p, V, X, C), was generated for
each time bin. The fitted transfer functions were adjusted by the empirically deter-
mined mobility correction factor, 5I. The nSEMS transfer function for each time
bin, ΩnSEMS(/p, V, X, C), was then computed by the convolution of the ROMIAC
transfer function and the CPC residence time distribution of Eq.(2.12). Similar to
the CPC instrument response, the inversion kernel matrix can also be decomposed
into a time-series form, AnSEMS = [�nSEMS,1, �nSEMS,2, · · · , �nSEMS,�]T, where

�nSEMS,8 = &a ?charge(3p, q) [CPC(3p, q) d log 3p Cc
× ΩnSEMS,8 (/p(3p, q), V, X, C) (2.16)
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where d log 3p is the logarithmically spaced size-bin with total length �. We then
applied a totally nonnegative least squares (TNNLS) algorithm to retrieve the sample
particle size distribution from the inversion kernel and the particle number concen-
trations detected by the CPC, i.e., solving for # = A−1

nSEMSRnSEMS (Merritt and Y.
Zhang, 2005).

Calibration results
Figure 2.8 shows the nSEMS scanning response with size-selected particles of
different mobility-equivalent diameters using the TDMA setup shown in Figure
2.4b (3p ≤ 10.70 nm) and Figure 2.4c (3p ≥ 12.00 nm) with the default operating
parameters listed in Table 2.1. The particles fed into the nSEMS using the TDMA
set-up were not monodisperse, which may have led to peak broadening and particle
losses. In order to compare the experimental result with simulation, we deconvoluted
the CPC residence time distribution and the static classifier transfer function from
the instrument response as shown in Figure 2.8 (Stolzenburg:2008aa):

ΩROMIAC(Z̃p, V, X, C) =


'nSEMS,8
�cpΩROMIAC (/̃p,V,X,f)

, 3p < 12nm
'nSEMS,8

�cpΩDMA (/̃p,V,X,f)
, 3p ≥ 12nm

(2.17)

where the dimensionless mobility, /̃p, is defined as the ratio of input particle elec-
trical mobility and the ideal mobility, /∗p,ideal, as defined in Eq. 2.6:

/̃p =
/p

/∗p,ideal
(2.18)

and ΩROMIAC(/̃p, V, X, f̃) and ΩROMIAC(/̃p, V, X, f̃) are the diffusing transfer func-
tion for the ROMIAC and long-column DMA operated at static mode, respectively:

Ω(/̃p, V, X) =
f̃

√
2V(1 − X)

[
n

(
/̃p − (1 + V)√

2f̃

)
+ n

(
/̃p − (1 − V)√

2f̃

)
(2.19)

− n

(
/̃p − (1 + VX)√

2f̃

)
− n

(
/̃p − (1 − VX)√

2f̃

)]
where n is a function of erf(G), the error function:

n (G) = G erf(G) + exp (−G2)
√
c

(2.20)

The dimensionless diffusion factor, f̃, is defined as:

f̃2 =
�class
Pemig

/̃p (2.21)
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At ambient temperature, the migration Péclet number for singly-charged particles
can be approximated as a function of the static voltage:

Pemig =
q4+

:)
≈ +

0.0255[+] (2.22)

The dimensionless geometry factor for classifiers,�class, is estimated to be�LDMA =

2.55 for theTSI 3081LDMAatRnd, DMA ≈ 12, and for theROMIACatRnd, ROMIAC ≈
10, can be computed as:

� =



8
3 , b = 0

4

{
4

15

[ (
1−|b |5/2

)
−(1−|b |)5/2

]
+ 1

3

(
b

U

)2 [ (
1−|b |3/2

)
−(1−|b |)3/2

]}
|b | (1−|b |) , 0 < |b | < 1

2
[ 4

3 +
( 1
U

)2]
, |b | = 1

(2.23)

where b = V−1(Z̃p−1)) andU = !/1 = 0.015 m/0.01 m = 1.5 for theROMIAC.The
real resolution of the scanningROMIAC can then be computed using the full width at
halfmaximumof the transfer function,ΩROMIAC(Z̃p, V, X, C), (�;060=, 1999; �;060=, 2004):

R =
/∗p

Δ/p
(2.24)

The transmission efficiency can be calculated as the area under the transfer function
normalized by the area of an ideal transfer function, which in non-dimensionless
form is equivalent to the flow factor, V:

[ =
1
V

∫
ΩROMIAC(Z̃p, V, X, C) d/̃p =

1
V

∫
#out
#in

d/̃p (2.25)

Figure 2.9 shows the comparison of ROMIAC resolution and efficiency between
experiment, COMSOL simulation, and the theoretical limit calculated for the DMA
and the OMAC operated in static mode (Flagan, 2004). The overall performance of
the nSEMS shows convincing agreement with the finite-element simulation results
in Figure 2.3, which proves the feasibility of coupling laboratory calibrations with
numerical simulation to predict the instrument response of a SEMS system. Com-
pared to the simulation and theoretical calculation, the effect of diffusional degrada-
tion at low voltages remains minimal for the scanning ROMIAC system compared
to other conventional nano-SMPS systems, as previously predicted for the static
OMAC (Flagan, 2004; Downard et al., 2011). Figure 2.10 shows the nSEMS peak
voltage (+∗) as a function of particle mobility when operated at a cross-flow rate
of &2 = 12 L/min. In addition to the calibration results using the hotwire or atom-
ized particle sources, it also includes the signature peak of tetra-heptyl ammonium
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bromide (THAB) ions (see Figure 2.4a for setup). Particle mobilities are calculated
using Eq.(2.1) at given diameters assuming that the particles are singly charged.
The experimentally determined voltages at the transfer-function peaks are in close
agreement with those predicted by the COMSOL simulation in Figure 2.3. From
the laboratory characterization results, the method of using empirical data to adjust
the simulated particle transmission has proven to be an efficient and effective way
to derive SEMS or SMPS system transfer function. In addition, the nSEMS, as the
first system that employs an opposed-migration classifier with continuously varying
voltage, has also demonstrated the great potential of scanning OMAC systems for
providing fast and accurate particle size information in the low-nanometer regime
without significant diffusional degradation.

2.4 Application to Particle Size Distribution Measurement
Atmospheric new particle formation and its subsequent growth have a great impact
on aerosol number concentrations and the Earth’s total energy budget. In order
to better understand the climate significance of NPF, much research has attempted
to study the mechanisms of nucleation and the growth rates of nanoparticles. For
example, the CLOUD experiments at CERN have extensively probed the roles
of sulfuric acid, ammonia, cosmic rays, and other atmospheric components on
nucleation (Kirkby et al., 2011; Kirkby et al., 2016). To determine the particle
formation and growth rates from the atmospheric chamber experiments, the particle
size distribution needs to be measured at high resolving power and with a short duty
cycle. In addition to being able to capture the transient aerosol dynamics during
NPF events, since most of the nucleation occurs in clean atmospheric conditions,
the instrument must be capable of taking measurements at relatively low particle
concentrations. The nSEMS was used for particle sizing in both the CLOUD 13 and
the CLOUD 14 campaigns. Figure 2.11 shows a particle size distribution measured
with nSEMS during an ion-induced nucleation event that simulated atmospheric
nucleation and nanoparticle growth in urban environment in CLOUD 13. The
experiment was conducted in the presence of sulfuric acid, nitric acid, and ammonia
at -10 >C and 60 % RH. When particles reached 3p ≈ 4.6 nm, nitric acid and
ammonia started condensing rapidly onto the particles, resulting in a growth rate of
40 nm/h. This extremely fast growth from nitric acid and ammonia co-condensation
can generally persist for only a few minutes, and activate only the largest of the
initial small nuclei, before depleting the nitric acid supersaturation and turning
off additional nucleation. Those few nuclei that activate are often present only in
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low concentrations (M. Wang et al., 2020). Consequently, the other conventional
particle sizing instruments that are connected to the CLOUD chamber were not
able to fully capture this rapid growth event; the concentrations were too low to
be detected by the nano-SMPS (Tröstl et al., 2015), and the size of the particles
evolved so fast that a higher size resolution was required than could be attained by
the DMA-train that measures six sizes in parallel with separate static DMAs (D.
Stolzenburg et al., 2017). In the region where multiple instruments can capture the
aerosol dynamics, the intercomparison between the results of different instruments
showed reasonably good agreement. Combining these measurements also provided
detailed particle growth information in rapidly evolving new particle formation
events that the other instruments could follow M. Wang et al., 2020. In addition
to enabling high resolving power measurements of size distributions during rapid
particle growth events, the nSEMS also provides valuable information on natural ion
and charged particle concentrations in the chamber when operated with the charge
conditioner switched off. The ability to measure the concentrations of positive and
negative nanoparticles separately facilitates study of the role of ions in atmospheric
nucleation and growth.

The design and performance of a novel nanoparticle size-classifying instrument, the
nSEMS, has been evaluated. The concept of OMAC was first proposed in order to
overcome the diffusional degradation at lower voltages of the DMA (Flagan, 2004).
The radial form of the OMAC, the ROMIAC, was then designed to classify nanopar-
ticles in the low-nanometer regime with high resolving power in static mode (Mui
et al., 2013; Mui et al., 2017). According to the ideal model of OMAC, particles
are transmitted through the classification region parallel to the porous electrodes,
and voltage variations would lead to excessive particle losses. A key feature of the
ROMIAC design was to both introduce the sample and to extract the classified ions
or particles on the ground-electrode side of the classifier. The resulting trajecto-
ries, which can be seen in COMSOL MultiphysicsTM simulations shown in Figure
2.12, reduce losses associated with voltage scanning to acceptable levels, thereby
enabling measurement acceleration by voltage scanning and operating as a SEMS.
The ability to classify particles at low voltage with minimal diffusional degrada-
tion of the transfer function, combined with a fast response CPC that minimizes
residence time distribution related to the smearing effect, made it possible for the
ROMIAC to be operated with fast exponential voltage ramping, greatly accelerating
the measurement over that of static mode operation. The nSEMS system, which
uses a soft x-ray charge conditioner, a scanning ROMIAC as classifier, and a two-
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stage CPC as particle detector, can provide highly resolved particle size distribution
measurements, in the 1.5 - 25 nm size range in one minute or less (we did not push
the bound on the scan rate in the initial application of the nSEMS at CLOUD).
The integrated instrument transfer function, which can reproduce how particles are
transmitted inside the nSEMS within 10% uncertainty, has been derived by combin-
ing COMSOL finite-element analysis with empirical adjustments. The particle size
distributions measured by the nSEMS using the described data inversion method
agrees reasonably well with other instruments (Tröstl et al., 2015; D. Stolzenburg
et al., 2017) used in the CLOUD experiment (M.Wang et al., 2020). However, there
remain uncertainties associated with particle charge distribution. The dual-polarity
scanning feature of the nSEMS makes it possible to observe the charge effects on
the evolution of the size distribution as particles nucleate and grow. Its dual polarity
capability should also facilitate characterization of the particle charge distribution
in the low nanometer regime, thereby improving the instrumental transfer function
and data inversion. Overall, this instrument is able to provide robust particle siz-
ing information in the sub-25 nm region, and is extremely powerful in examining
atmospheric nucleation and the subsequent growth of nanoparticles.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the nSEMS main components; a soft x-ray charge con-
ditioner, a radial opposed-migration ion and aerosol classifier (ROMIAC), and a
two-stage condensation particle counter (CPC). Core-sampling of the input sample
flow is employed to minimize particle diffusional losses in the charge conditioner.
The ROMIAC is operated on exponentially increasing voltage ramps between 20
V and 10,000 V of both positive and negative polarity, at 1.2 L/min and 12 L/min
aerosol and cross-flows (Table 2.1). After exiting the classifier, monodisperse
aerosol particles are mixed with 0.3 L/min diethylene glycol (DEG) vapor in the first
stage of the CPC. This fast-mixing stage allows nanoparticles to grow through rapid
vapor condensation before they enter the second, "booster" CPC stage, a modified
Aerosol Dynamics Inc. (ADI) MAGICTM water CPC operated at a flow rate of 1.0
L/min, where particles grow further and are optically detected.
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Figure 2.2: Example of finite-element simulations of the scanning ROMIAC at
&a = 1.2 L/min, &c = 12 L/min, 3p = 4.0 nm. (a) Particle trajectories over a 50 s
upscan at C ≈ 25 s. Cross-section view of (b) the flow velocity, and (c) electric field
distribution. The magnitude of the electric field corresponds to the maximum, 10
kV, electric potential.
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Figure 2.3: Simulated transfer function of the scanningROMIACwithmonodisperse
input particles in the 1.3 − 25 nm size range. The transfer function is calculated
as the ratio of particle number at the exit and the entrance of ROMIAC over a
voltage scan (dashed black line) with CA0<? = 50 s. Solid lines show the transfer
function of the classifier (scanning ROMIAC) only; dashed lines show the simulated
ROMIAC transfer function coupled with the CPC residence time distribution (see
Eq. (2.12)). The integrated transfer function peaks (dashed lines) are used to
compute the inversion kernel for nSEMS data inversion.
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Figure 2.4: The experimental setup used for the nSEMS calibration and characteri-
zation in different particle size ranges. (a) < 3 nm size range: tetra-alkyl ammonium
ions produced by an electrospray were classified using static ROMIAC as classi-
fier (Rnom,nd ≈ 10), and an aerosol electrometer as a reference for the upstream
particle number. The electrospray was operated at 3000 V and 25 cm H2O pres-
sure. The tetra-alkyl ammonium solutions were prepared with 10 - 20 mg salt in
1.5 ml methanol. (b) 1.5 − 20 nm size range: A heated Nichrome wire (hotwire)
was employed as aerosol source, a static ROMIAC as classifier (Rnom,nd ≈ 10),
and both an aerosol electrometer and ADI MAGICTM water CPC as upstream par-
ticle counters. The hotwire was operated in the range of 5.0 - 7.0 V and 4.5 -
6.5 A. (c) 12.0 − 26.5 nm size range: atomized sodium chloride was employed
as aerosol source, a cylindrical differential mobility analyzer (DMA) as classifier
(&a = 0.5!/<8=, &sh = 5.8!/<8=, Rnom,nd ≈ 12), and an ADI MAGICTM water
CPC as upstream particle counter. Both b) and c) follow a TDMA calibration setup
(Rader and McMurry, 1986), which uses a classifier at a constant voltage to select
particles within a narrow distribution of sizes.
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Figure 2.5: Experimental setup used to characterize the two-stage CPC detec-
tion efficiency. A heated Nichrome wire (hotwire) aerosol generator was used to
provide aerosol samples. The ROMIAC was operated at static mode to provide
stable, monodisperse aerosol particles for both the two-stage CPC and the aerosol
electrometer. The ROMIAC aerosol and cross-flow rates were &0 = 2.5 L/min
and &2 = 35.5 L/min. The electrometer was pre-calibrated against a TSI 3760A
butanol-based CPC and an ADI MAGICTM water-based CPC.

Figure 2.6: Detection efficiency of the two-stage CPC as a function of 3p, the
mobility-equivalent particle diameter. The efficiency is corrected for the dilution
due to the vapor flow. The size-dependent detection efficiency is fitted to a logistic
function with fitting parameters [max = 0.841, : = 6.30 nm−1, and 3p,0 = 1.54
nm. The fit is used to approximate the CPC detection efficiency, [cpc, in the data
inversion.
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Figure 2.7: Effect of voltage ramp time, Cramp, on the nSEMS scanning transfer
function with 3p = 18 nm input particles. The nSEMS voltage is increased ex-
ponentially from 20 V to 10 kV, over ramp times within 10 − 1400 s, including
the default Cramp = 50 s. CPC smearing of the transfer function increases with
decreasing Cramp, and becomes very pronounced at Cramp < 20 s.

Figure 2.8: Experimental calibration of the nSEMS using the TDMA setup shown in
Figure 2.4. Particles entering the nSEMS were classified as described; the reported
mobility-equivalent diameters were calculated based on the upstream classifier op-
erating parameters. The nSEMS was operated at the default parameters listed in
Table 2.1, with Cramp = 50 s. The ratio of downstream to upstream particle counts of
the nSEMS is shown as a function of time over the voltage scan, with input particles
in the 2.9− 26.5 nm range. The applied voltage is indicated by the dashed gray line.
Only a fraction of the sizes used in the calibration are shown here for clarity; results
from the complete size calibration summary are presented in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison between experimental, simulated, and theoretical transfer
functions. (a) Effect of operating voltage on classifier resolution, calculated as the
actual resolution based on the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) (Eq. (2.24)) over
Rnd, the resolution at the nondiffusive regime (>5000V). (b) Particle transmission
efficiency as a function of operating voltage. Transmission efficiency, [, is calculated
as the ratio of the actual over the ideal area below the transfer function peak. The
error bars represent one standard deviation of uncertainty frommultiple experiments
at one size.

Figure 2.10: nSEMS voltage at the peak transmission (+∗) as a function of the
input reference particle mobility, /∗p . Symbols represent experimental results with
tetra-heptyl ammonium bromide (THAB), hotwire, and atomized NaCl particles
produced using the setups shown in Figure 2.4. The black dotted line demonstrates
the voltage at peak transmission predicted by the finite-element simulations. The
top axis shows the corresponding particle diameter, 3p, at a given mobility, /∗p , as
defined in Eq.(2.1); the right axis shows the corresponding time in the scan.
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Figure 2.11: Particle size distribution measured by the nSEMS during a nucleation
and growth event in the CLOUD 13 campaign with anthropogenic trace gases.
The experiment was conducted at -10>C and 60% RH, with 24 pptv HNO3, 2131
pptv NH3, 0.46 pptv H2SO4, and 0.28 pptv highly oxygenated organic molecules
(HOM). The nSEMShigh-voltage polaritywas switched between scans to probe both
positively and negatively charged particles from the soft x-ray charge conditioner.
A clear bimodal size distribution was observed by the nSEMS due to the rapid
co-condensation of nitric acid and ammonia (M. Wang et al., 2020). The activation
diameter, 3act, for nitric acid condensation is around 4.6 nm.
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Table 2.1: Default nSEMS operating parameters, optimized for measurements of
NPF events and nanoparticle growth. These settings enable particle size distribution
measurements in the range of 1.5 - 25 nm, with a duty cycle of 1 min and a size
classification resolution of Rnom,nd = 10.

Parameter Notation Value
Instrument total sampling rate (L/min) &s 4.600
ROMIAC polydisperse flow rate (L/min) &a 1.20
ROMIAC monodisperse flow rate (L/min) &c 1.20
ROMIAC incoming cross-flow flow rate (L/min) &x, in 12.0
ROMIAC outgoing cross-flow flow rate (L/min) &x, out 12.0
DEG feeding rate (L/min) &DEG 0.30
CPC sampling rate (L/min) &CPC 1.00
Low electrode voltage (V) +low 20.0
High electrode voltage (V) +high 10,000
CPC sample conditioner temperature (>C) )co 201
CPC DEG saturator temperature (>C) )sat 70
CPC sample condenser temperature (>C) )cond 10
Voltage ramp time (s) Cramp 50
Holding time at +low (s) Clow 4
Holding time at +high (s) Chigh 2
Scan duty cycle (s) Ctotal 60
CPC data recording frequency (s) Cc 0.20

0 All flow

rate measurements have an uncertainty of ±2%.
1 All temperature measurements have an uncertainty of ±0.1◦C.
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Figure 2.12: Finite-element simulations of particle trajectories at 3p = 20.8 nm
with different ramp time, Cramp = 3, 6, 12, 25, 50, 100 s, from top left to bottom
right, respectively. Particles were assumed to be nondiffusive. The simulation was
conducted with the flow setting &x/&a = 10 LPM/1 LPM.The color bar indicates
the time at which the particles leave the classifying ROMIAC.
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Figure 2.13: CPC residence time distribution fitting using PFR-CSTR in series. The
residence time distribution in the CPC can be computed by deconvoluting the quasi-
static nSEMS transfer function measured with Cramp = 1400 s, from that measured
with Cramp = 50 s. CPC was modeled as a PFR in series with a CSTR and the mean
residence time of the PFR, gp, 0.7 s and that of the CSTR, gc, is 0.2 s
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Abstract
New-particle formation is a major contributor to urban smog (Stanier et al., 2004;
Yao et al., 2018), but how it occurs in cities is often puzzling (Kulmala et al., 2017).
If urban particle growth rates are similar to those found in cleaner environments
(1-10 nm/h), then current understanding suggests that new urban particles should
be rapidly scavenged by the high concentration of pre-existing particles. Here we
show with experiments performed under atmospheric conditions in the CLOUD
chamber at CERN that, below about +5 ◦C, nitric acid and ammonia vapors can
condense onto freshly nucleated particles as small as a few nanometers in diameter.
Moreover, when it is cold enough (below -15 ◦C), nitric acid and ammonia can
nucleate directly via an acid-base stabilizationmechanism to form ammoniumnitrate
particles. Since these vapors are often 1000 times more abundant than sulfuric acid,
the resulting particle growth rates can be extremely high, reaching well above 100
nm/h. However, these high growth rates require the gas-particle ammonium nitrate
system to be out of equilibrium to sustain gas-phase supersaturations. In view of the
strong temperature dependence that we measure for the gas-phase supersaturations,
we expect such transient conditions can occur in inhomogeneous urban settings,
especially in wintertime with strong local sources such as traffic, as well as vertical
mixing. Even though rapid growth from nitric acid and ammonia condensation
may last for only a few minutes, it is nonetheless fast enough to shepherd freshly
nucleated particles through the smallest size range where they are most vulnerable
to scavenging loss, thus greatly increasing their survival probability. We also
expect nitric acid and ammonia nucleation and rapid growth to be important in the
relatively clean and cold upper free troposphere, where ammonia can be convected
from the continental boundary layer and nitric acid is abundant from electrical
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storms (Höpfner et al., 2019; Williamson et al., 2019).

3.1 Introduction
New-particle formation may mask up to half of the radiative forcing caused since
the industrial revolution by carbon dioxide and other long-lived greenhouse gases
(Boucher et al., 2013). Present-day particle formation is thought to predominantly
involve sulfuric acid vapors globally (McMurry et al., 2005; Kulmala et al., 2013;
Gordon et al., 2017). Subsequent particle growth is richer, often involving organics
(Riipinen et al., 2012). Often growth is the limiting step for survival of particles
from freshly nucleated clusters to diameters of 50 or 100 nm, where they become
large enough to directly scatter light and also to seed cloud formation (Pierce and
Adams, 2007; Kuang et al., 2009).

New-particle formation in megacities is especially important (Yao et al., 2018), in
part because air pollution in megacities constitutes a public health crisis (Apte et al.,
2018) but also because the regional climate forcing associated with megacity urban
haze can be large (Chen et al., 2018). However, new-particle formation in highly
polluted megacities is often perplexing, because the apparent particle growth rates
are only modestly faster than growth rates in remote areas (roughly a factor of 3)
whereas the vapor condensation sink (to background particles) is up to two orders
of magnitude larger (Fig. 3.7). This implies a very low survival probability in the
"valley of death", where particles with diameters 3? ≤ 10 nm have high Brownian
diffusivity and will be lost by coagulational scavenging unless they grow rapidly
(Kerminen and Kulmala, 2002; McMurry et al., 2005).

Ammonium nitrate has long been recognized as an important yet semi-volatile
constituent of atmospheric aerosols (Takahama et al., 2004). Especially in winter
and in agricultural areas, particulate nitrate can be a substantial air-quality problem
(Xu et al., 2019). However, the partitioning of nitric acid and ammonia vapors
with particulate ammonium nitrate is thought to rapidly reach an equilibrium, often
favoring the gas phase when it is warm.

Because ammoniumnitrate is semi volatile, nitric acid has not been thought to play an
important role in new-particle formation and growth, where very low vapor pressures
are required for constituents to be important. This includes sulfuric acid (McMurry,
1980) but also very low vapor pressure organics (Kirkby et al., 2016; Stolzenburg
et al., 2018) and iodine oxides (O’Dowd et al., 2002). However, it is saturation
ratio and not vapor pressure per se that determines the thermodynamic driving force
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for condensation, and nitric acid can be three or four orders of magnitude more
abundant than sulfuric acid in urban environments. Thus, even a small fractional
supersaturation of nitric acid and ammonia vapors with respect to ammonium nitrate
has the potential to drive very rapid particle growth, carrying very small, freshly
nucleated particles through the valley of death in a few minutes. These rapid growth
events can exceed 100 nm/h under urban conditions – an order of magnitude higher
than previous observations – and the growth will continue until the vapors are
exhausted and conditions return to equilibrium. Such transients will be difficult to
identify in inhomogeneous urban environments yet have the potential to explain the
puzzling observations of new-particle formation in highly polluted megacities.

3.2 Methods
The CLOUD facility
We conducted our measurements at the CERN CLOUD facility, a 26.1 m3 elec-
tropolished stainless-steel CLOUD chamber that enables new-particle formation
experiments under the full range of tropospheric conditions with scrupulous clean-
liness and minimal contamination (Kirkby et al., 2011; Duplissy et al., 2016). The
CLOUD chamber is mounted in a thermal housing, capable of keeping temperature
constant in a range of -65 ◦C and +100 ◦C with ±0.1 ◦C precision (Dias et al., 2017)
and relative humidity between 0.5 % and 101 %. Photochemical processes are
initiated by homogeneous illumination with a built-in ultraviolet fiber-optic system,
including four 200 W Hamamatsu Hg-Xe lamps at wavelengths between 250 and
450 nm and a 4 W KrF excimer UV laser at 248 nm with adjustable power. Ion-
induced nucleation under different ionization levels is simulated with a combination
of electric fields (±30 kV) and a high-flux beam of 3.6 GeV pions (c+), which can
artificially scavenge or enhance small ions. Uniform spatial mixing is achieved
with magnetically coupled stainless-steel fans mounted at the top and bottom of the
chamber. The characteristic gas mixing time in the chamber during experiments is
a few minutes. The loss rate of condensable vapors and particles onto the chamber
walls is comparable to the ambient condensation sink. To avoid contamination, the
chamber is periodically cleaned through rinsing the walls with ultra-pure water and
heating to 100 ◦C for at least 24 hours, ensuring extremely low contaminant levels
of sulfuric acid < 5 × 104 cm−3 and total organics < 50 pptv (Kirkby et al., 2016;
Schnitzhofer et al., 2014). The CLOUD gas system is also built to the highest tech-
nical standards of cleanliness and performance. The dry air supply for the chamber
is provided by boil-off oxygen (Messer, 99.999 %) and boil-off nitrogen (Messer,
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99.999 %) mixed at the atmospheric ratio of 79:21. Highly pure water vapor, ozone
and other trace gases can be precisely added at the pptv level.

Typical experimental sequence
To investigate the role of nitric acid in new-particle formation, we performed particle
growth experiments at T = -10 ◦C, +5 ◦C, and +20 ◦C respectively, and (for the
most part) RH ' 60 %. A typical experiment started with illumination of the
chamber at constant O3 to photochemically produce ·OH radicals. The subsequent
oxidation of pre-mixed SO2, NO2 and anthropogenic volatile organic compounds
(VOCs, i.e. toluene or cresol) led to production of H2SO4, HNO3 and Highly
Oxygenated Organic Molecules (HOMs), respectively. As a result, nucleation was
induced, followed once the particles reached an activation diameter, 3act, by rapid
growth via condensation of nitric acid and ammonia. In some experiments, we
also injected nitric acid vapor directly into the CLOUD chamber from an ultra-pure
source to cover a wide range of conditions. In addition, to prove consistency we also
carried out experiments with a biogenic precursor, U-pinene, as the replacement
of anthropogenic VOCs as well as experiments without any organic vapors. For
the experiments we focus on here, the HOM concentrations were either zero or
small enough to have a minor effect on the experiment. In one case, we cooled the
particle-free (< 1 cm−3) chamber continuously from -10 ◦C to -25 ◦C, while holding
nitric acid and ammonia at a constant level, but with no sulfuric acid (< 5 × 104

cm−3 or 2 × 10−3 pptv). We observed new-particle formation purely from nitric
acid and ammonia starting at -15 ◦C. The nucleation rate grew as the temperature
dropped. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3.1, at -25 ◦C, new-particle formation events
appeared to be quenched when we swept out primary ions with the electric field, and
not return until turning off the field to allow the primary ion production by galactic
cosmic rays to again accumulate (∼ 700 cm−3). We list the chamber conditions and
key parameters for all the experiments presented in this work in Table 3.2.

Instrumentation
To measure gas-phase nitric acid, we deployed a bromide chemical ionisation atmo-
spheric pressure interface time-of-flight (CI-APi-TOF) mass spectrometer (Jokinen
et al., 2012; Junninen et al., 2010) equipped with a commercial inlet (Airmodus,
Ltd) to minimize wall contact of the sample (Eisele and Tanner, 1993). We flow
dibromomethane (CH2Br2) into the ion-molecule reaction inlet to produce the pri-
mary reagent ion Br−. During its collision with HNO3, Br− reacts either to form a
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cluster or via a proton transfer from the HNO3 to form NO−3 :

BA− + �#$3 → �#$3 · �A−

BA− + �#$3 → ��A + #$−3

To take the variation in the total reagent ions into account, nitric acid concentrations
were quantified according to:

[�#$3] =
[#$−3 ]

[�A−] + [�2$ · �A−]
× C

where� (in unit of pptv) is a calibration coefficient obtained bymeasuringHNO3/N2

mixtureswith knownnitric acid concentrations. The nitric acid sourcewas a portable
permeation tube, kept constantly at 40 ◦C. A 2 lpm N2 flow was introduced into the
permeation device to carry out nitric acid vapor. To determine the permeation rate
of nitric acid, the outflow of the permeation tube was passed through an impinger
containing deionized water, and the resulting nitric acid solution was analyzed via
spectrophotometry. Line losses during the experiments and calibration procedures
were calculated separately. The corrected calibration coefficient was determined as
7364 pptv.

Gas-phase ammonia was measured by a water cluster CI-APi-TOF mass spectrom-
eter that was recently described elsewhere (Pfeifer et al., 2019). The crossflow
ion source coupled to a TOF-MS enables the selective measurement of basic com-
pounds (e.g. ammonia) by using positively charged water clusters as primary ions.
Due to the low reaction times (< 1 ms), the instrument responds rapidly to changing
chamber conditions with a detection limit of ammonia of 0.5 pptv.

Gas-phase sulfuric acid as well as highly oxygenated organic molecules (HOMs)
were routinely measured with a detection limit of ∼ 5 × 104 cm−3 by two nitrate
CI-APi-TOF mass spectrometers. One instrument was equipped with the Airmodus
inlet and an X-ray generator as the ion source; the other deployed a homemade inlet
and a corona discharge for ion generation (Kürten et al., 2011). An electrostatic
filter was installed in front of each instrument to remove ions and charged clusters
formed in the chamber. sulfuric acid and HOMs were quantified following the same
calibration and loss correction procedures described previously (Kirkby et al., 2016;
Tröstl et al., 2016; Kirkby et al., 2011).

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were monitored by a proton transfer reaction
time of flight mass spectrometer (PTR-TOF-MS, Ionicon Analytik); it also provides
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information about the overall cleanliness regarding VOCs in the chamber. The
technique was extensively described previously (Breitenlechner et al., 2017). Direct
calibration using diffusion sources allows for determination of mixing ratio of VOCs
with an accuracy of 5 % and a typical detection limit of 25 pptv (Gautrois and
Koppmann, 1999).

Gas monitors were used to measure ozone (O3, Thermo Environmental Instruments
TEI 49C), sulfur dioxide (SO2, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 42i-TLE) and nitric
oxide (NO, ECO Physics, CLD 780TR). Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) was measured by
a cavity attenuated phase shift nitrogen dioxide monitor (CAPS NO2, Aerodyne
Research Inc.) and a homemade cavity enhanced differential optical absorption
spectroscopy (CE-DOAS) instrument. Relative humidity of the chamber was deter-
mined by dew point mirrors (EdgeTech).

Wemeasured the particle-phase composition via thermal desorption using an iodide-
adduct chemical ionisation time-of-flight mass spectrometer equipped with a Filter
Inlet for Gases and AEROsols (FIGAERO-CIMS) (M. Wang et al., 2016; Lopez-
Hilfiker et al., 2014). FIGAERO is a manifold inlet for a CIMS with two operating
modes. In one mode, gases are directly sampled into a 100 mbar turbulent flow
ion-molecule reactor while particles are concurrently collected on a PTFE filter via
a separate dedicated port. In the other mode, the filter is automatically moved into a
pureN2 gas streamflowing into the ionmolecule reactorwhile theN2 is progressively
heated to evaporate the particles via temperature programmed desorption. Analytes
are then chemically ionized and extracted into a TOF-MS, achieving a detection
limit below 106 cm−3.

Particle size distributions between 1.8 nm and 500 nm were monitored continuously
by a differential mobility analyzer train (DMA-Train), a nano-Scanning Electrical
Mobility Spectrometer (nSEMS), a nano-Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (nano-
SMPS), and a long-SMPS.TheDMA-Trainwas constructedwith six identicalDMAs
operating at different, but fixed, voltages. Particles transmitted through the DMAs
were then detected by either a particle size magnifier (PSM) or a CPC, depending
on the size ranges. An approximation of the size distribution with 15 size bins was
acquired by logarithmic interpolation between the six channels (Stolzenburg et al.,
2017). The nSEMS employed a novel, radial opposed migration ion and aerosol
classifier (ROMIAC), which is less sensitive to diffusional resolution degradation
than the DMAs (Mui et al., 2017), and a soft X-ray charge conditioner. After leaving
the classifier, particles were first activated in a fast-mixing diethylene glycol stage
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(Wimmer et al., 2013), and then counted with a butanol-CPC. The nSEMS transfer
function that was used to invert the data to obtain the particle size distribution was
derived using 3D finite element modeling of the flows, electric field, and particle
trajectories (Mai and C. Flagan, 2018; Mai et al., 2018). The two commercial
mobility particle size spectrometers, nano-SMPS and long-SMPS, have been fully
characterized, calibrated and validated in several previous studies (Jurányi et al.,
2011; Tröstl et al., 2015; Wiedensohler et al., 2012).

Determination of growth rate
The combined particle size distribution was reconstructed using measurement data
from DMA-Train at 1.8-4.3 nm, nSEMS at 4.3-18.1 nm, nano-SMPS at 18.1-55.2
nm, and long-SMPS at 55.2-500 nm, and synchronized with long-SMPS measure-
ment time. We list the sizing and resolution information of these instruments in
Table 3.1.

Instrument Components Size Range Size Resolution Time Resolution

DMA-Train

Grimm S-DMA
TSI 3776 CPC
TSI 3788 CPC
Airmodus A10 PSM

1.8 nm -
8.0 nm 15 bins 1 s

nSEMS ROMIAC
TSI 3760A CPC

1.5 nm -
23 nm 240 bins 1 min

nano-SMPS TSI 3938 SMPS
TSI 3776 CPC

2 nm -
64 nm 96 bins 1 min

long-SMPS TSI 3071 DMA
TSI 3776 CPC

20 nm -
500 nm 84 bins 5 min

Table 3.1: Specifications of the four particle sizing instruments employed in this
work.

As depicted in Fig. 3.2a, the four instruments showed excellent agreement in their
overlapping regions of the size ranges. The total number concentration obtained
by integrating the combined size distribution agreed well with measurement by an
Airmodus A11 nano condensation nucleus counter (nCNC) and a TSI 3776 ultrafine
condensation particle counter (UCPC) (Fig. 3.2b). Particle growth rate, d3?/dC, was
then determined from the combined size distributions using the 50 % appearance
time method (Stolzenburg et al., 2018), as a clear front of a growing particle
population could be identified during most rapid growth events (Fig. 3.3). For the
rapid growth rates, which are the principal focus here, the SMPS measurements
provided the major constraint.
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Determination of activation diameter.
The activation diameter (3act) was interpreted as the size at which growth accelerated
from the slow, initial rate to the rapid, post-activation rate. The activation diameter
was determined using the particle size distribution acquired from DMA-Train or
nSEMS at small sizes (< 15 nm). At the activation diameter, the growth rate calcu-
lated from the 50% appearance time usually experienced a sharp change, from below
10 nm h−1, often to over 100 nm h−1, depending on concentrations of supersaturated
HNO3 and NH3 vapors. Fast growth rate leads to relatively low steady-state con-
centration of particles just above the activation diameter; the activation event often
resulted in a notable gap in the particle-number size distribution. In some cases, a
clear bimodal distribution was observed with the number concentration in one size
bin plunging below 10 counts cm−3 while the counts at larger sizes rose to more
than 100 counts cm−3; the centroid diameter of the size bin at which the number
concentration dropped was then defined as the activation diameter (Fig. 3.4a).

Calculation of saturation ratio
We model the ammonium nitrate formed in the particle-phase as solids in our
particle growth experiments since the relative humidity (∼60 %) was less than the
deliquescence relative humidity (DRH), given by (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006)

ln(�'�) = 723.7
)
+ 1.6954 (3.1)

The dissociation constant,  ?, is defined as the product of the equilibrium partial
pressures of HNO3 and NH3.  ? can be estimated by integrating the van’t Hoff
equation (Denbigh and Denbigh, 1981). The resulting equation for  ? in units of
ppb2 (assuming 1 atm of total pressure) (Mozurkewich, 1993) is

ln ? = 118.87 − 24084
)
− 6.025 ln()) (3.2)

The saturation ratio, (, is thus calculated via dividing the product of measured
mixing ratios of HNO3 and NH3 by the dissociation constant. The dissociation
constant is quite sensitive to temperature changes, varying over more than two
orders of magnitude for typical ambient conditions. Several degrees of temperature
drop can lead to much higher saturation ratio, shifting the equilibrium of the system
toward the particle-phase drastically. As illustrated in Fig. 3.5, with an adiabatic
lapse rate of -9 ◦C/km during fast vertical mixing, upward transport of a few hundred
meters alone is sufficient for a saturated nitric acid and ammonia air parcel to reach
the saturation ratio capable of triggering rapid growth at a few nanometers.
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Determination of nucleation rate
The nucleation rate, �1.7, is determined at 1.7 nmmobility diameter (1.4 nm physical
diameter) here using particle size magnifier (PSM). At 1.7 nm, a particle is normally
considered to be above its critical size and, therefore, thermodynamically stable.
�1.7 is calculated using the flux of the total concentration of particles growing past a
specific diameter (here at 1.7 nm), as well as correction terms accounting for aerosol
losses due to dilution in the chamber, wall losses and coagulation. Details can be
found in our previous work (Lehtipalo et al., 2018).

The MABNAG model
To compare our measurements to thermodynamic predictions (including the Kelvin
term for curved surfaces), we employed the model for acid-base chemistry in
nanoparticle growth (MABNAG) (Yli-Juuti et al., 2013). MABNAG is a monodis-
perse particle population growthmodel that calculates the time evolution of particle’s
composition and size based on concentrations of condensing gases, RH and ambient
temperature, considering also the dissociation and protonation between acids and
bases in the particle phase. In the model water and bases are assumed always to
be in equilibrium state between gas and particle phase. Mass fluxes of acids to and
from the particles are determined based on their gas phase concentrations and their
equilibrium vapor concentrations. In order to solve for the dissociation and compo-
sition dependent equilibrium concentrations, MABNAG couples a particle growth
model to extended aerosol inorganics model (E-AIM) (Clegg and Seinfeld, 2006a;
Clegg and Seinfeld, 2006b). In this study, we assumed particles in MABNAG as
liquid droplets at +5 ◦C and -10 ◦C, and 60 % relative humidity. The simulation
system consisted of four compounds: water, ammonia, sulfuric acid and nitric acid.
The initial particle composition in each simulation was 40 sulfuric acid molecules
and a corresponding amount of water and ammonia according to gas-particle equi-
librium based on their gas concentrations. With this setting, the initial diameter was
approximately 2 nm. Particle density and surface tension were set to 1500 kg m−3

and 0.03 N m−1, respectively. In Fig. 3.6, we show that MAGNAG computations
confirm that nitric acid and ammonia at the measured concentrations can activate
small particles and cause rapid growth, and also confirm that the activation diameter
depends on the ammonium nitrate saturation ratio, consistent with our measured
diameter (diamonds in Fig. 3.10a).
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Nano-Köhler theory
To prove consistency, we also calculated the equilibrium saturation ratios of am-
monium nitrate above curved particle surfaces according to nano-Köhler theory
(Kontkanen et al., 2018). This theory describes the activation of nanometer-sized
inorganic clusters to growth by vapor condensation, which is analogous to Köhler
theory describing the activation of CCN to cloud droplets. In this study, we as-
sumed seed particles of ammonium sulfate, and performed calculations for three
seed particle diameters (3s = 1.4, 2.0, and 2.9 nm, respectively) at +5 ◦C and -10 ◦C,
and at 60 % relative humidity. The equilibrium vapor pressures of HNO3 and NH3

over the liquid phase, and surface tension and density of liquid phase were obtained
from E-AIM model (Clegg and Seinfeld, 2006a; Clegg and Seinfeld, 2006b). The
equilibrium saturation ratios of ammonium nitrate were calculated as described in
Section M6, also including the Kelvin term. The resulting Köhler curves showing
the equilibrium saturation ratio as a function of particle diameter are presented
in Fig. 3.4c. The maxima of each curve corresponds to the activation diameter
(3act); saturation ratios of 10 to 50 lead to 3act of 3 to 5 nm, consistent with our
measurements in Fig. 3.10a. We summarize detailed results in Table 3.2.

Ambient nucleation and growth
In Table 3.3 we compile ambient observations of nucleation rates, growth rates,
and the ambient condensation sink. In most cases these are derived from evolving
particle size distributions. We summarize these observations in Fig. 3.7.

3.3 Results
Here we report experiments performed with mixtures of nitric acid, sulfuric acid,
and ammonia vapors under atmospheric conditions in the CERN CLOUD chamber
(Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (Kirkby et al., 2011); see Methods for exper-
imental details) from 21 September to 7 December 2018 (CLOUD 13). We varied
the temperature from +20 to -10 ◦C, and in one case cooled progressively from -15
to -25 ◦C. We adjusted levels of sulfuric acid (H2SO4), ammonia (NH3), and nitric
acid (HNO3), as well as aromatic precursors, to span ranges typical of polluted
megacities. In Fig. 3.8 we show two representative events at -10 ◦C. In Fig. 3.8a we
oxidized SO2 with OH to form H2SO4 in the presence of 1915 pptv ammonia. The
resulting “banana” is typical of such experiments as well as ambient observations
under relatively clean conditions, with a single nucleation mode that appears shortly
after the onset of nucleation and grows at roughly 20 nm/h. In Fig. 3.8b we repeated
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Run T HNO3 NH3 H2SO4 HOMs RH dact
(◦C) (pptv) (pptv) (pptv) (pptv) % (nm)

2163.01 +20 150 2400 3.60 n/a 60 n/a
2140.06 +5 860 259 0.96 5.18 60 9.4
2140.08 +5 971 242 0.84 5.29 60 10.4
2140.10 +5 1130 244 0.88 5.25 60 10.0
2170.05 +5 292 370 3.00 n/a 60 n/a
2170.15 +5 1117 883 1.48 n/a 60 2.3
2170.20 +5 352 1387 1.48 n/a 60 4.7
2174.06 +5 640* 904 0.46 12.01 60 3.9
2156.13 -10 228 1085 0.16 n/a 60 1.6
2156.15 -10 64 2371 0.06 n/a 60 2.1
2156.17 -10 41 2659 0.07 n/a 60 2.4
2157.06 -10 n/a 1915 0.44 0.32 60 n/a
2158.02 -10 59 * 2654 0.38 0.26 60 2.9
2158.04 -10 24 * 2131 0.46 0.28 60 4.6
2158.06 -10 24 * 2077 0.36 0.29 60 4.5
2159.02 -10 23 * 1835 0.72 0.67 60 4.5
2159.04 -10 30 * 1694 1.04 0.78 60 4.9
2160.02 -10 16 * 1663 0.60 0.25 60 5.9
2160.06 -10 16 * 2535 0.30 0.23 60 6.5
2162.01 -15→ -24 272 1647 < 0.002 n/a 60→ 40 Nucleation
∗HNO3 production via NO2 photo-oxidation.

Table 3.2: Conditions for all nucleation and growth experiments, and nano-Köhler
simulations discussed in this work.
∗HNO3 production via NO2 photo-oxidation.

this experiment but also with 5.8 ppbv NO2, which was oxidized by OH to pro-
duce 24 pptv of HNO3 vapor. The resulting size distribution initially resembles the
first case, but when the particles reach about 5 nm, their growth rate accelerates to
roughly 45 nm/h. This activation is reminiscent of cloud-droplet activation and thus
suggestive of “nano-Köhler” behavior and the Kelvin curvature effect (Kontkanen
et al., 2018).

We repeated these experiments over a range of conditions, either forming HNO3

via NO2 oxidation or injecting it directly into the CLOUD chamber from an ultra-
pure evaporation source. We observed this activation and rapid growth behavior
consistently. In Fig. 3.8c we show the resulting rapid growth rates after activation,
based on the 50 % appearance time of the upper branch, at -10 ◦C (green) and +5
◦C (purple) plotted against the product of the measured gas-phase HNO3 and NH3

mixing ratios. Both a strong correlation and a clear temperature dependence are
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City/Region J0 GR0 CS CS·104/GR Reference
(Country) (cm −3·s−1) (nm ·h−1) (10−4 s−1) (h·nm−1·s−1)

Hyytiälä (Finland) 0.8 ± 0.7 3.0 ± 1.9 17 6 Dal Maso et al., 2007
Hyytiälä (Finland) 0.6 ± 0.3 2.9± 1.4 21 ± 8.2 7 Dal Maso et al., 2005
Pallas (Finland) 0.1 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 1.7 4.8 2 Dal Maso et al., 2007
Pallas (Finland) 0.2 3.7 5.3 1 Komppula et al., 2003
Värriö (Finland) 0.9 3.6 10 3 Vehkamäki et al., 2004
Värriö (Finland) 0.2 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 1.4 7.0 3 Dal Maso et al., 2007
Tomsk (Russia) 0.4 5.5 16 3 Dal Maso et al., 2008

Sörmland (Sweden) 0.4 ± 0.4 3.9 ± 2.0 17 4 Dal Maso et al., 2007
Helsinki (Finland) 2.0 3.4 51 15 Hussein et al., 2008
Paris(France) n/a 6.1 ± 1.8 73 ± 8 12 Pikridas et al., 2015

Po Valley (Italy) 5.9 6.8 140 20 Hamed et al., 2007
Brookfield (UK) 1.2 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 1.9 45 ± 22 ×10−3 9 Hama et al., 2017
Leicester (UK) 1.3 ± 0.4 7.4 ± 0.9 58 ± 8.7 ×10−3 8 Hama et al., 2017
Beijing (China) n/a 3.2 290 90 Gao et al., 2012
Beijing (China) 10.8 5.2 ± 2.2 270 ± 210 52 Z. B. Wang et al., 2013
Beijing (China) 10.7 ± 6.2 5.2 ± 3.5 220 ± 130 42 Yue et al., 2018
Beijing (China) n/a 6.5 ± 4.5 220 ± 170 34 Zhang et al., 2011

Hong Kong (China) 3.9 ± 3.5 5.6 ± 2.0 160 ± 42 28 Man et al., 2015
Nanjing (China) 3.7 ± 1.6 7.6 ± 1.2 280 ± 57 36 An et al., 2015
Nanjing (China) 1.1 8.5 240 28 Herrmann et al., 2014
Nanjing (China) n/a 7.6 ± 1.7 230 ± 67 31 Yu et al., 2016
Shanghai (China) 8.7 ± 5.21 11.4 ± 9.7 600 ± 240 53 Xiao et al., 2015
Shanghai (China) n/a 8.0 200 25 Peng et al., 2014
Gadanki (India) 1.2 ± 2.3 4.1 ± 2.0 71 ± 46 17 Kanawade et al., 2014
New Delhi (India) 7.3 ± 3.9 14.9 ± 1.8 580 ± 89 39 Mönkkönen et al., 2005
Tecamac (Mexico) 283.0 ± 121.01 26.0 ± 5.6 1300 ± 240 49 Iida et al., 2008
Tecamac (Mexico) n/a 22.6 ± 12.3 820 ± 310 36 Iida et al., 2008

Atlanta (US) n/a 20.0 ± 6.5 740 ± 130 37 McMurry et al., 2005
Boulder (US) n/a 5.4 ± 1.0 230 ± 54 42 Iida et al., 2006
Boulder (US) n/a 5.0 ± 1.0 220 43 Iida et al., 2008

Table 3.3: A summary of ambient particle formation rates (J), growth rates (GR)
and condensation sinks (CS) in various remote and urban environments.
0J and GR were mostly calculated over the size range from a few nm to over 20 nm. 1 J calculated
from 3 to 6 nm. The uncertainties indicate 1 f errors.

evident; when it is colder, the particles grow at the same rate for a much lower
product of vapor concentrations. This is consistent with semi-volatile uptake of
both species, rate-limited by formation of ammonium nitrate.

To confirm this, we measured the composition of the particles using a Filter Inlet for
Gases andAEROsols (FIGAERO) iodide (I−) chemical ionisationmass spectrometer
(CIMS) along with the gas-phase vapor concentrations via several CIMS methods.
In Fig. 3.9 we show another rapid growth event, this one at +5 ◦C (indicated in
Fig. 3.8c with a black outlined purple square). We started with an almost perfectly
clean chamber and only vapors present (SO2, HNO3 and NH3) at constant levels, as
shown in Fig. 3.9a. Herewe injected theHNO3 without photochemical production so
we could independently control HNO3 and sulfuric acid. The FIGAERO showed no
measurable signal in the absence of particles, indicating negligible cross-talk from
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vapors. We then turned on UV lights to form OH radicals and initiate SO2 oxidation
to H2SO4. Fig. 3.9b shows the resulting number distribution; as in Fig. 3.8b,
particles appear, grow slowly, and then activate and grow at 700 nm/h. We again
show the 50 % appearance time of both modes. In Fig. 3.9c we show the associated
volume distribution. Within 15 min of the onset of particle formation, the volume is
dominated by the uppermode near 200 nm. Finally, in Fig. 3.9dwe showaFIGAERO
thermogram (signal versus desorption temperature) for particles collected between
10 and 40 min after the onset of photochemistry. Their composition is dominated
by nitrate, with a much smaller but significant sulfate contribution; the semi-volatile
nitrate desorbs at a much lower temperature than the sulfate. The I− chemical
ionisation is not sensitive to NH3, but both nitrate and sulfate exist presumably as
ammonium salts in the particles.

In addition to the correlation of activated particle growth rates with the product
of HNO3 and NH3 at a given temperature, the observed activation diameter (3act)
shows a strong dependence on this product. The activation diameter is evident as
a clear kink in the 50 % appearance curve as well as a notable absence of particles
in the slower-growth mode above 3act. In Fig. 3.4a we show an example of how we
determine 3act, using the emergence of a bimodal size distribution as the defining
feature. In Fig. 3.10a we plot the observed activation diameter at each temperature
in a phase space with [HNO3] on the log(G) axis and [NH3] on the log(H) axis (both
in pptv). The number within each symbol is the observed activation diameter for that
experiment. We show the saturation ratio of ammonium nitrate at each temperature
via a series of diagonal lines in this log-log space (slope = -1); specifically, we
show ( = 1, 5, and 25, emphasizing ( = 1 as thick solid line. We also indicate
1:1 [HNO3]:[NH3] with a dashed gray line (slope +1); points to the upper left
(most of the values) are “nitric-acid limited”, with more ammonia than nitric acid.
All of these concentrations are well within ranges typically observed in wintertime
mega-city conditions (Lu et al., 2019).

For both +5 and -10 ◦C, we consistently observe a relationship between ( and 3act
(we never achieved saturation at +20 ◦C and did not observe rapid growth). We
observe no activation for ( < 1, and activation for ( > 1, with log(3act) inversely
proportional to log([HNO3]·[NH3]) at each temperature, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
Notably, 3act can be well under 10 nm and as low as 1.6 nm. This suggests that nitric
acid and ammonia (ammonium nitrate) condensation may play a role in new-particle
formation and growth within the valley of death, where very small particles are most
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vulnerable to loss by coagulation (Kulmala et al., 2013).

We also performed experiments with only nitric acid, ammonia and water vapor
added to the chamber (sulfuric acid contamination was measured to be < 2 × 10−3

pptv). For T < -15 ◦C and ( > 103 we observed nucleation and growth of pure
ammonium-nitrate particles, as shown in Fig. 3.10c. We progressively cooled
the chamber to -24 ◦C, while holding the vapors at a constant level, as shown in
Fig. 3.10b. The particle formation rate (�1.7) rose steadily from 0.006 cm−3 s−1 to
0.06 cm−3 s−1 at -24 ◦C. In Fig. 3.1 we show a pure ammonium-nitrate nucleation
experiment performed at -25 ◦Cunder vapor conditions reported in the tropical upper
troposphere (Höpfner et al., 2019) (30-50 pptv nitric acid and 1.8 ppbv ammonia)
showing that this mechanism can produce several 100 cm−3 particles per hour.

Our experiments show that semi-volatile ammonium nitrate can condense on tiny
nanoparticles, consistent with nano-Köhler theory (Kontkanen et al., 2018). To
confirm this we conducted a series of simulations using the monodisperse thermo-
dynamic model MABNAG (Yli-Juuti et al., 2013), which treats known thermody-
namics, including curvature (Kelvin) effects for a single evolving particle size. We
show the points of the MABNAG simulations as triangles in Fig. 3.10a. MABNAG
consistently and quantitatively confirms our experimental findings; there is little
ammonium nitrate formation at ( < 1, as expected, and activation behavior with
ammonium nitrate condensation ultimately dominating the particle composition oc-
curs at progressively smaller 3act as ( rises well above 1.0. The calculated and
observed 3act values are broadly consistent. In Fig. 3.11 we show two representative
MABNAG growth simulations for the two points indicated with open and closed
diamonds in Fig. 3.10a; the simulations show no ammonium nitrate formation when
conditions are undersaturated but significant formation when conditions are sat-
urated, with activation behavior near the observed 3act = 4.7 nm. We show the
calculated composition as well as diameter versus time for these and other cases in
Fig. 3.6.

We also conducted nano-Köhler simulations (Kontkanen et al., 2018), shown in
Fig. 3.4b, which confirm the activation of ammonium nitrate condensation at di-
ameters less than 4 nm depending on the size of an assumed ammonium sulfate
core. For a given core size the critical supersaturation required for activation at
-10 ◦C is a factor of 2-3 higher than at +5 ◦C, consistent with the observed be-
havior shown in Fig. 3.10a. While 1-2 nm particles contain only a handful of acid
and base molecules, the MABNAG and Nano-Köhler simulations based on bulk
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thermodynamics, with only a Kelvin term to represent the unique behavior of the
nanoparticles, capture the activation and growth behaviors we observe.

3.4 Atmospheric implications
Our findings suggest that nitric acid and ammonia condensation to nanoparticles
to form ammonium nitrate (or, by extension, aminium nitrates in the presence
of amines) may be important in the atmosphere. This may include urban new-
particle formation during wintertime via rapid growth. It may also play a role
in free-tropospheric particle formation, where sufficient vapors may exist to allow
nucleation and growth of pure ammonium-nitrate particles. We observe these
behaviors in CLOUD for vapor concentrations well within those typical of the
atmosphere.

Rapid growthmay contribute to the often puzzling survival of newly-formed particles
in megacities, where particles form at rates consistent with sulfuric acid - base
nucleation and appear to grow at typical rates (roughly 10 nm/h) in the presence
of extremely high condensation sinks that seemingly should scavenge all of the
tiny nucleated particles. As shown in Fig. 3.7, the ratio of 104×CS (1/s) and
GR (nm/h) during nucleation events in Asian megacities typically ranges between
20 and 50, where the survival probability between 1.5 and 3 nm should drop
precipitously (Kulmala et al., 2017). However, the observed growth rates are based
on appearance times in measured ambient size distributions – just as in Figs 3.8 and
3.9 – and thus reflect a spatial and temporal average of air masses passing over a
sampling site during the course of a day. Rapid growth rates can reduce CS/GR by
a factor 10 or more, effectively displacing urban ratios into a range characteristic
of remote regions (Fig. 3.7b). The empirically-derived nucleation rates in Fig. 3.7b
are positively correlated with high CS/GR, consistent with high production rates of
condensable vapors; however, the complicated microphysics below 10 nm make a
simple determination of the growth rate difficult. Urban conditions are however far
less homogeneous than CLOUD, or even remote boreal forests such as Hyytiälä.
Because survival probability depends exponentially on CS/GR (McMurry et al.,
2005; Kulmala et al., 2017), but spatial (and temporal) averaging as well as ambient
mixing are linear, real urban conditions may contain pockets conducive to transient
rapid growth and thus unusually high survival probability that are blurred in the
(averaged) observations.

The key here is that nitric acid vapor and ammonia are often 1000 times or more
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abundant than sulfuric acid vapor. Thus, although they tend toward equilibriumwith
ammonium nitrate in the particle phase, even a modest perturbation above saturation
can unleash a tremendous thermodynamic driving force for condensational growth,
nominally up to 1000 times faster than growth by sulfuric acid condensation. This
may be brief, but because of this disparity in concentrations, even a small deviation
in saturation ratio above 1.0 may drive rapid growth for a short period at several nm
per minute as opposed to several nm per hour. The particles will not experience
rapid growth for long, but they may grow fast enough to escape the valley of death.

We illustrate rapid growth in Fig. 3.11. Under most urban conditions, nucleation and
the early growth up to the activation size is likely to be controlled by sulfuric acid and
a base (ammonia or an amine), shown by the red “cores” in Fig. 3.11b. During the day
(even in wintertime), when NO2 is oxidized by OH in the gas phase to produce nitric
acid at rates of up to 3 ppbv/h and ammonia from traffic, other combustion emissions,
and agriculture can reach 8 ppbv (Lu et al., 2019), nitric acid and ammonia will not
equilibrate but rather will approach a modest steady-state supersaturation driving
ammonium-nitrate formation to balance the production and emissions. However,
this steady state will only be reached after several e-folding time periods set by the
particle condensation sink. Typically, new-particle formation occurs at the lower
end of the condensation sink distribution (even under urban conditions) (McMurry
et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2018), so this time scale will be several minutes, or a length
scale of hundreds of meters in the horizontal and tens of meters in the vertical. There
are ample sources of inhomogeneity on this time scale, including inhomogeneous
sources such as traffic on major roadways and vertical mixing (with an adiabatic
lapse rate of -9 ◦C/km) (Lu et al., 2019). Further, Large Eddy Simulations of
a megacity (Hong Kong) confirm widespread eddies with spatial scales of tens
to hundreds of meters and velocity perturbations of order 1 m/s (Letzel et al.,
2012). This is consistent with the sustained inhomogeneity required for the rapid
growth we demonstrate here, shown conceptually in Fig. 3.11a. It is thus likely that
dense urban conditionswill typically include persistent inhomogeneitiesmaintaining
supersaturation of nitric acid and ammonia with sufficient magnitude to drive rapid
growth, as indicated by the blue “shell” in Fig. 3.11b. Our thermodynamic models
support the phenomenology of Fig. 3.11b as show in Fig. 3.11c and d, though the
composition is likely to be an amorphous mixture of salts as shown in Fig. 3.6.
Rapid growth may be sufficient for particles to grow from vulnerable sizes near 2.5
nm to more robust sizes above 10 nm. For example, repeated nucleation bursts with
very rapid growth have been observed in the ammonia and nitric acid-rich Cabauw
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site in the Netherlands during the EUCAARI campaign (Manninen et al., 2010).

It is common for chemical transport models to employ an equilibrium assumption
for ammonium-nitrate partitioning, as on the timescale of low spatial resolution
and long time steps characteristic of large-scale models, the ammonium-nitrate
aerosol system should equilibrate with respect to the bulk sub-micron particles.
Further, because rapid growth appears to be rate limited by formation of ammonium
nitrate, the covariance of base and nitric acid sources and concentrations may be
critical. Even typical megacity steady-state vapor concentrations fall somewhat
above the green points in Fig. 3.10a (toward larger mixing ratios). For constant
production rates, as temperature falls the ammonium-nitrate saturation lines shown
in Fig. 3.10a will sweep from the upper right toward the lower left, moving the
system from rough equilibrium for typical urban production and emission rates
when it is warmer than about +5 ◦C to a sustained supersaturation when it is colder.
Just as equilibrium organic condensation and partitioning results in under-estimated
growth rates from organics in the boreal forest (Pierce et al., 2011), equilibrium
treatments of ammonium-nitrate condensation will underestimate the role of nitric
acid in nanoparticle growth, especially for inhomogeneous urban environments.

While the pure ammonium-nitrate nucleation rates in Fig. 3.10c are too slow to
compete in urban new-particle formation, this mechanism may provide an impor-
tant source of new particles in the relatively clean and cold upper free troposphere,
where ammonia can be convected from the continental boundary layer (Ge et al.,
2018) and abundant nitric acid is produced by electrical storms (Höpfner et al.,
2019). Theoretical studies have also suggested that nitric acid may serve as a
chaperone to facilitate sulfuric-acid–ammonia nucleation (Liu et al., 2018). Larger
(60-1000 nm) particles consisting largely of ammonium nitrate, along with more
than 1 ppbv of ammonia, have been observed by satellite in the upper troposphere
in the Asian Monsoon Anticyclone (Höpfner et al., 2019) and abundant 3-7 nm
particles have been observed in situ in the Tropical Convective Region at low tem-
perature and condensation sink (Williamson et al., 2019). While these particles are
likely formed via nucleation, the mechanism is not yet known. However, our exper-
iment under similar conditions shown in Fig. 3.1 demonstrates that it is plausible
that pure ammonium-nitrate nucleation and/or rapid growth by ammonium-nitrate
condensation contributes to these particles in the upper troposphere.

Our results indicate that nitric acid and ammonia condensation is likely to be an
important new mechanism for particle formation and growth in the cold upper free
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troposphere, as supported by recent observations (Höpfner et al., 2019; Williamson
et al., 2019). Furthermore, this process could help to explain how newly-formed
particles survive scavenging losses in highly polluted urban environments (Kulmala
et al., 2017). As worldwide pollution controls continue to reduce SO2 emissions
sharply, the importance of NOG and nitric acid for new-particle formation is likely to
increase. In turn, controls onNOG and ammonia emissionsmay become increasingly
important, especially for reduction of urban smog.
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Figure 3.1: Example of a typical measurement sequence of nucleation purely from
nitric acid and ammonia with no sulfuric acid (measured as < 5 × 104 cm−3 or
2 × 10−3 pptv) as a function of coordinated universal time (UTC), at 60 % relative
humidity and -25 ◦C. a) Gas-phase ammonia and nitric acid mixing ratios. The run
started with injecting the nitric acid and ammonia flow into the chamber to reach
chosen steady-state values near 30 pptv and 1500 pptv, respectively. The nitric acid
flow was increased at 5:53, 14 Nov. 2018 to prove consistency. b) Clearing field
voltage and ion concentrations. Primary ions were formed from galactic cosmic
rays (GCR). The clearing field high voltage (HV) was used to sweep out small ions
at the beginning of the run, and turned off at 05:21, 14 Nov. 2018 to allow the
ion concentration to build up to a steady state between GCR production and wall
deposition. c) Particle concentrations at two different sizes. Particles formed slowly
in the chamber under “neutral” conditions with the HV clearing field on and thus
without ions present. The presence of ions (GCR condition) caused a sharp increase
in the particle number concentration by about one order of magnitude, with a slower
approach to steady state because of the longer wall deposition time constant for the
larger particles. Particle numbers rose again with rising nitric acid.
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Figure 3.2: Combined particle-size distribution and total concentrations from four
particle characterization instruments. (a) Combined size distributions, =◦

#

(
3?

)
=

3#/3 log 3?, from four electrical mobility particle size spectrometers of different,
but overlapping, detection ranges. The DMA-Train, nSEMS and nano-SMPS data
were averaged every five minutes to coordinate with the long-SMPS scanning time
resolution. The tail of the size distribution of large particles outside the detection
range was extrapolated by fitting a lognormal distribution. (b) Comparison of the in-
tegrated number concentrations from the combined size distributions in (a) with total
number counts obtained from fixed cut-off size condensation particle counters. We
obtained the total number concentration of particles, #C (3?0), above a cut-off size,
3?0 , by integrating the particle size distribution using (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006):
#C =

∫ ∞
3?0

{
=#

(
3?

)
× [UCPC

}
d3?, applying the size-dependent detection efficiency,

[UCPC (Mordas et al., 2008), to adjust the integrated total number concentration. We
plot the total number concentrations for three different cut-off sizes: 3?0 = 1.7, 2.5,
and 3.0 nm, obtained every 5 minutes, with colored symbols as shown in the leg-
end. We also plot measured total number concentrations from two instruments: the
Airmodus A11 nCNC-system at nominal cut-off sizes 3?0 = 1.7 and 2.5 nm and
a TSI 3776 UCPC with a nominal cut-off size 3?0 = 2.5 nm. The Airmodus A11
nCNC-system consists of an A10 PSM and an A20 CPC, which determined both
the size distribution of 1-4 nm aerosol particles and the total number concentration
of particles smaller than 1 `m (Lehtipalo et al., 2016). The TSI 3776 UCPC has
a rapid response time and so rather than the 5-minute basis for the other points we
plot the values from this instrument with a dashed curve.
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Figure 3.3: Determination of growth rate using appearance time method. (a)
Logarithmic interpolated time-dependent growth profiles for particles of 100 nm,
150 nm, and 200 nm diameters. Three appearance times when particle number
concentrations reached 10 %, 50 %, and 90 % of their maximum are labelled with
different symbols for the three different diameters, respectively. (b) Growth rate
calculation for a rapid growth event (same as Fig. 3.9) above the activation diameter.
The growth rates, in nm h−1, that we report in this work are the slopes of linear fits
to the 50 % appearance times calculated from all sizes above the activation diameter
(the slope of the solid black line and the black circles in (b)).
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Figure 3.4: Activation diameter of newly-formed particles. (a) Determination of
the activation diameter, 3act, from a rapid growth event at +5 ◦C, in the presence of
nitric acid, ammonia, and sulfuric acid. The solid orange trace in the insert indicates
the first size distribution curve that exhibited a clear bimodal distribution, which
appeared roughly 7 minutes after nucleation. We define the activation diameter a the
largest observed size of the smaller mode. In this case, 3act = 4.7 nm, which agrees
well with the MABNAG simulation of ∼ 4 nm under the same conditions as shown
in Fig. 3.11. (b) Activation diameter versus vapor product. Measured activation
diameters at a given temperature correlate inversely with the product of nitric acid
and ammonia vapors, in a log-log space. Approximately 1 order ofmagnitude higher
vapor product is required for the same 3act at +5 ◦C than at -10 ◦C because of the
higher vapor pressure (faster dissociation) of ammonium nitrate when it is warmer.
(c) Equilibrium particle diameter (3p) at different saturation ratios of ammonium
nitrate calculated according to nano-Köhler theory. Purple curves are for +5 ◦C and
green curves are for -10 ◦C, as with all figures in this work. The line type shows
the diameter of the seed particle (3s). The maximum of each curve corresponds to
the activation diameter (3act). A higher supersaturation is required for activation at
lower temperature.
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Figure 3.5: Saturation ratio as a function of temperature. At constant nitric acid and
ammonia, a decline in temperature leads to an exponential increase in the saturation
ratio of ammonium nitrate, given by the product of nitric acid and ammonia vapor
concentration. With an adiabatic lapse rate of -9 ◦C/km during adiabatic vertical
mixing, upward transport of a few hundred meters alone is sufficient for a saturated
nitric acid and ammonia air parcel to reach the saturation ratio capable of triggering
rapid growth at a few nanometers.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of growth rates and chemical composition in four simula-
tions at +5 ◦C and -10 ◦Cwith the thermodynamicmodelMABNAG. The simulation
points are shown in Fig 3.10a) with diamonds as indicated (open for non activating,
filled for activating). Top panels (a, c, e and g) show temporal evolution of the
particle diameter. Lower panels (b, d, f and h) show temporal evolution of the
particle-phase chemical composition. The left-hand column (a, b and e, f) shows
simulations without activation. The right-hand column (c, d and g, h) shows sim-
ulations with activation. We set the HNO3 mixing ratios at 80 pptv and 400 pptv
with 1500 pptv NH3 at +5 ◦C, and set the HNO3 mixing ratios at 20 pptv and 0.5
pptv with 1500 pptv NH3 at -10 ◦C, to simulate unsaturated (a, b and e, f) and
supersaturated (c, d and g, h) conditions, respectively. All other conditions were
held constant for the simulations, with the [H2SO4] at 2× 107 cm−3 and relative hu-
midity at 60 %. Activation corresponds to a rapid increase in the nitric acid (nitrate)
mass fraction; the simulations for activation conditions suggest that water activity
may be an interesting variable influencing activation behavior. The activated model
results (c, d and g, h) confirm that supersaturated nitric acid and ammonia lead to
rapid growth of nanoparticles. The simulated activation diameter at +5 ◦C is ∼ 4
nm, similar to that from the chamber experiment (4.7 nm, Fig 3.10a); at -10 ◦C the
simulated activation diameter is < 2 nm, smaller than observed.
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Figure 3.7: New-particle formation events observed in various remote and urban
environments (see Table 3.3 for a complete set of references). (a) Growth rates
(GR) versus condensation sink (CS) showing both the GR and CS are higher in
polluted urban environments than in other environments. (b) Particle formation
rates (J) versus a measure of particle loss via coagulation (CS·104/GR, similar to
the the McMurry L parameter) showing high new-particle formation rates in urban
conditions where the condensation sinks were so high compared to the growth rate
that survival of nucleated particles should be very low. J and GR were calculated
over the size range from a few nm to over 20 nm, except for J at Shanghai Xiao
et al., 2015 and Tecamac Iida et al., 2008, which were calculated from 3 to 6 nm.
The bars indicate 1f total errors.
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Figure 3.8: Rapid growth events observed in the CERN CLOUD chamber. (a)
Particle nucleation and growth at -10 ◦C with a mixture of 0.44 pptv sulfuric acid
and 1915 pptv ammonia at 60 % RH. Particles form and grow to roughly 10 nm
in 30 min. The black curve shows the linear fit to the 50 % appearance times. (b)
Particle formation and growth under identical conditions but with the addition of 24
pptv of nitric acid vapor formed via NO2 oxidation. Once particles reach roughly 5
nm they experience rapid growth to much larger sizes, reaching more than 30 nm in
45 min. (c) Observed growth rates after activation versus the product of measured
nitric acid and ammonia levels at +5 and -10 ◦C. The point corresponding to (b)
is a black bordered green circle and the point corresponding to Fig. 3.9 is a black
bordered purple square. Growth rates at a given vapor product are significantly
faster at -10 ◦C than at +5 ◦C, consistent with semi-volatile condensation that is
rate-limited by ammonium nitrate formation. Error bars are 95 % confidence limits
on the fitting coefficients used to determine growth rates. The overall systematic
scale uncertainty of ± 10 % on NH3 mixing ratio and ± 25 % on HNO3 mixing ratio
are not shown.
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Figure 3.9: Chemical composition during a rapid growth event at +5 ◦C and 60
% RH, indicated in Fig. 3.8 with a black outlined purple square. (a) Gas-phase
nitric acid, ammonia and sulfuric acid mixing ratios versus time in an event initiated
by SO2 oxidation, with constant nitric acid and ammonia. (b) Particle number
distributions versus time showing a clean chamber, followed by nucleation after
sulfuric acid formation and rapid growth once particles reach 2.3 nm. Black curves
are the linear fit to the 50% appearance times. (c) Particle volume distributions from
the same data, showing that 200 nmparticles dominate themass after 15minutes. (d)
FIGAERO thermogram from a 30 minute filter sample after rapid growth. Particle
composition is dominated by nitrate with a core of sulfate, consistent with rapid
growth by ammonium nitrate condensation on an ammonium sulfate (or bisulfate)
core (note the different H scales; the instrument is not sensitive to ammonia). A
thermogram from just before the formation event shows no signal from either nitrate
or sulfate, indicating that vapor adsorption did not interfere with the analysis.
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Figure 3.10: Phase space for rapid growth and nucleation. (a) Ammonium nitrate
saturation ratios versus gas-phase nitric acid and ammonia at 60 % RH. Solid (slope
= -1) lines are S = 1 (bold), 5 (dashed), and 25 (dotted) at -10 ◦C (green) and +5
◦C (purple). The slope = +1 dot-dashed gray line indicates a 1:1 ammonia:nitric-
acid stoichiometry; the phase space to the upper left is nitric-acid limited. Observed
activation diameters for measured nitric acid – ammonia pairs are plotted as numbers
inside solid circle and square symbols; open symbols show no activation. Activation
only occurs for ( > 1 and the activation diameter decreases as ( increases. Points
for MABNAG simulations are shown with open triangles for no activation and
filled triangles for activation; simulations indicated with diamonds are shown in
detail in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.6. Points for runs shown in Figs 3.8 and 3.9 are
emphasized with a thick black outline. (b) Ammonia and nitric acid vapor during a
pure ammonium nitrate nucleation scan from -16 to -24 ◦C. (c) Particle formation
rates (�1.7) during the nucleation scan, showing a strong inverse relationship with
temperature at constant HNO3 and NH3, with H2SO4 < 0.002 pptv and RH starting
at 60 % and ending at 40 %. The bars indicate 30 % estimated total error on the
nucleation rates, although the overall systematic scale uncertainties of ± 10 % on
NH3 mixing ratio and ± 25 % on HNO3 mixing ratio are not shown.
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Figure 3.11: Conditions for rapid growth. Persistent supersaturations of ammonia
and nitric acid with respect to ammonium nitrate will be sustained by inhomogene-
ity for high source-strength urban conditions. This will be sufficient to accelerate
particle growth in the 1-10 nm range, where survival is threatened by high coag-
ulation surface area from high pollution. (a) Concept for urban conditions, where
inhomogeneity in ammonia and nitric acid vapor concentrations as well as tem-
perature are caused by non-uniform sources and large-scale eddies. (b) Particles
nucleate and grow slowly as (base stabilized) sulfate (red). Activation size (dashed
curve corresponding to x-axis) depends on the ammonium-nitrate saturation ratio
(qualitatively on y axis). Available gas-phase nitric acid can exceed sulfuric acid
by a factor of 1000, so modest supersaturation drives rapid growth (blue) above an
activation diameter determined by particle curvature (the Kelvin term, indicated as
a dashed curve). (c,d) Monodisperse thermodynamic growth calculations (MAB-
NAG) for high and low ammonium-nitrate saturation ratios corresponding to (b)
and also the closed and open diamonds towards the upper right in Fig. 3.10a. For
a saturation ratio near 4, activation is predicted to occur near 4 nm, consistent with
our observations.
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C h a p t e r 4

SIZE-DEPENDENT NITRATE PARTICLE GROWTH
PARAMETERIZATION FOR LARGE-SCALE MODELING

W. Kong, A. Ranjithkumar, R. X. Ward, H. Gordon, R. Marten, M. Wang, the
CLOUDCollaboration,K. Carslaw, J. H. Seinfeld, andR.C. Flagan (2020). “Size-
Dependent Nitrate Particle Growth Parameterization for Large-Scale Modeling”.
In: in prep.

Abstract
Atmospheric new particle formation (NPF) and its subsequent growth is a major
contributor to the global cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) budget and thus can
affect cloud reflectivity and the Earth’s albedo. The early growth of the freshly
nucleated particles can determine their survival possibilities as sub-10 nm particles
may be lost to pre-existing particles by coagulation. Ammonium nitrate was long
thought contribute little to new particle formation and growth due to its semi-
volatility. A recently discovered mechanism, thermodynamically driven by the
condensation of nitric acid and ammonia, has suggested the potential of ammonium
nitrate to facilitate extremely fast growth of nanoparticles in the size range where
they are most vulnerable to coagulational loss, thereby increasing their survival
probability. The Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (CLOUD) experiments have
shown that this mechanism may help to explain the high survival probability of
nucleated clusters in urban haze conditions. In an effort to quantify its impact on a
large scale, this rapid growth from gas-to-particle conversion has been modeled and
parameterized as time- and size-dependent condensational growth. Compared to
the conventional growth parameters used in large-scale modeling, this approach can
provide additional details of transient aerosol dynamics. The derived parameterswill
be incorporated into the Global Model of Aerosol Processes (GLOMAP) to better
constrain nanoparticle early growth and nitrate contribution to CCNs worldwide.

4.1 Introduction
New particle formation (NPF), which is a sudden burst of high concentrations of
stable molecular clusters in the air, has been estimated to contribute to half of the
global cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) budget (Merikanto et al., 2009; Gordon
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et al., 2017). Atmospheric NPF often occurs in two stages, the initial formation
of the critical nuclei from the gas-to-particle condensation of reactive vapors and
the subsequent growth of these newly formed particles through condensation and
coagulation (O’Dowd et al., 2002). Since freshly nucleated particles (3p < 10 nm)
are often vulnerable to scavenging loss, i.e., simultaneous capture and removal by
coagulation with the pre-existing aerosol particles, the early growth of nanoparticles
plays a crucial role in their survival probabilities and thus has a significant impact
on CCN concentrations and properties (Kulmala and Kerminen, 2008; Stolzenburg
et al., 2018).

Nanoparticles formed from atmospheric nucleation have been frequently observed
at lower temperatures and are believed to affect CCN concentrations and properties
globally (Lee et al., 2003; Kulmala et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2012; Bianchi et al.,
2016; Kerminen et al., 2018). It has been long believed that only atmospheric
constituents with low vapor pressures are responsible for particle formation and
early growth. For instance, sulfuric acid is considered to be the primary source of
atmospheric nucleation (Sipilä et al., 2010) and ammonia (Ziereis and Arnold, 1986;
Behera et al., 2013), iodine oxides (O’Dowd et al., 2002), and low-volatility organic
compounds (Tröstl et al., 2016) are all thought to enhance the nucleation process
and facilitate nanoparticle growth. Even though ammonium nitrate, formed from
reactions between nitric acid and ammonia, is a major component of atmospheric
aerosol particles (Russell et al., 1983), due to its semi-volatility, it is never thought
to play an important role in nucleation and particle early growth. However, as nitric
acid and ammonia can be one thousand timesmore abundant than sulfuric acid vapor
in ambient conditions, even a small fractional supersaturation of gas-phase nitric
acid and ammonia with respect to ammonium nitrate can drive fast nanoparticle
growth (Wang et al., 2020). These extremely rapid growth events were observed
in experiments conducted in the Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (CLOUD)
environmental chamber at the EuropeanOrganization for Nuclear Research (CERN),
with growth rates exceeding 100 nm/h under ambient conditions. This recently found
mechanism has suggested the potential of ammoniumnitrate facilitating atmospheric
NPF and particle early growth, especially in the cold, upper troposphere, where nitric
acid can be produced by electrical storms and anthropogenic emissions of ammonia
can be convected from the surface. As a matter of fact, satellite observations have
suggested that ammonium nitrate particles are ubiquitous in the upper troposphere
during the Asian Monsoon Anticyclone; sub-10 nm nanoparticles containing nitrate
and ammonium are also found in the tropical convective regions over both Pacific
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and Atlantic oceans (Höpfner et al., 2019; Williamson et al., 2019). In addition,
this mechanism can help to explain the survival of nucleated clusters to CCNs under
polluted urban environment despite the presence of large amount of pre-existing
particles, i.e., urban high condensation sink (CS).

In an effort to quantify the contribution of nitrate and ammonium on global CCN
budget, a number of globalmodels have been used to predict nitrate- and ammonium-
containing aerosol particle concentrations and their direct or indirect radioactive
effects (Liao and J. H. Seinfeld, 2005; Feng and Penner, 2007; Myhre et al., 2009;
Xu and Penner, 2012). However, most of the modeling works have only focused on
particles in the coarse mode, and even those that examined particles in fine mode
have not yet evaluated the contribution of ammonium nitrate in particle formation
and early growth. Compared to in situ or satellite observations, models tend to
underestimate the magnitude of NPF and the subsequent growth of nanoparticles to
CCNsizes (Williamson et al., 2019), and the discrepancy betweenmeasurements and
simulations is even more significant for nitrate particles (Myhre et al., 2009). Many
efforts have been dedicated to characterize particle growth, i.e., d3p/dC, and to better
represent nanoparticle early growth in large-scale modeling. The detailed schemes
of atmospheric nucleation and nanoparticle growth observed in laboratory are often
too computationally expensive to include in large-scale modeling. As a result,
particle growth was often oversimplified by parameterization using mathematical
fitting without reference to the underlying physics. One common approach is to use
the growth rates (in nm/h) derived from the appearance time method (Kulmala et al.,
2012; Wang et al., 2020) to describe particle growth as a function of the relevant
vapor concentrations (Gordon et al., 2017). However, thismethod only takes account
of particle concentration at a certain time (at peak concentration or 50% of the peak
concentration) and cannot fully capture the size- and time- dependent growth of
newly formed particles. Others have attempted to better describe d3p/dC by solving
the aerosol general dynamic equation that helps to quantify the effect of sinks in the
experiment in order to recover loss-free particle size distributions at an instant in
time (Kuang et al., 2012; Pichelstorfer et al., 2018), but these methods are yet to be
incorporated into large-scale modeling.

Here we verify the ambient significance of the rapid sub-10 nm nanoparticle growth
from nitric acid and ammonia in urban conditions, where high growth rates help
the survival of freshly nucleated particles under high CS. Given the potential con-
tribution of this mechanism to global CCN budget, we propose a new approach to
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parameterize this rapid nanoparticle growth based on the physics of gas-to-particle
conversion. Because the thermodynamic driving force for this rapid growth is solely
saturation ratio, and there is no complex organic reaction involved, the contribution
of condensation on particle growth can be isolated and carefully examined. The
derived parameters will be then incorporated into the Global Model of Aerosol
Processes (GLOMAP, Spracklen et al., 2005). The new growth mechanism will
bridge the gap between particles in nucleation mode, Aitken mode, and accumula-
tion mode, which were previously in separate modules and thought to be irrelevant
to one another for nitrate particles within one simulation time step. Since adding
the new mechanism will reduce the vapors available for particle formation and grow
particles to larger sizes, it will affect particles in all sizes. This work opens up a new
perspective on describing nanoparticle growth and activation to CCNs in large-scale
modeling, which may help to bring the modeling results closer to observations and
reduce the uncertainty for calculating the Earth’s radiative forcing.

4.2 Methods
Rapid particle growth experiments in CLOUD
Experiments to study the chemical and physical mechanisms of nitric acid and am-
monia driven rapid growth were performed in the 26.1 m3 electropolished stainless-
steel CLOUD atmospheric chamber at CERN during the CLOUD 13 campaign (Fall
2018). The integrity of the CLOUD chamber has been verified in many previous
works, which allows particle formation and growth to take place with minimal con-
tamination at precisely controlled conditions (Kirkby et al., 2011; Kirkby et al.,
2016; Tröstl et al., 2016). Dry air was supplied by the evaporation of liquid nitrogen
(Messer, 99.999%) and liquid oxygen (Messer, 99.999%), mixed in the atmospheric
gas volume ratio of 79:21. The temperature was varied between +20 oC to 10 oC
and relative humidity was kept at 60% using a Nafion® humidifier with ultrapure
water (18 MΩ, Millipore Corporation). Trace gases such as SO2 (CARBAGAS AG,
500 ppm) and NH3 (Messer, 100 ppm) were injected directly from pressurized gas
cylinders. Toluene (Messer), an anthropogenic volatile organic compound (VOC),
was added by flushing air through a evaporator. OH radicals were either generated
by the photolysis of O3, produced by introducing air through a UVC-illuminated
quartz tube, or nitrous acid (HONO), synthesized by continual mixing of H2SO4

(Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) with NaNO2 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%), depending on the target
NOG conditions. Photolysis was initiated by illumination from a set of UV sources,
including a 4-W KrF excimer UV laser (UVX) at 248 nm and four 200-W Hama-
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matsu Hg-Xe UVH lamps at wavelengths between 250 to 450 nm. Experiments
were conducted in the presence of ions produced by galactic cosmic rays (GCR),
at concentrations typical at sea level, or by a high-flux pion beam (3.6-GeV) to re-
produce ion-pairs concentrations in the upper troposphere. Additional experiments
were performed under neutral conditions by removing ions with field cage electrodes
at the end of the chamber (±30:+).

Gas-phase sulfuric acid, nitric acid, and ammonia concentrations were monitored
by a nitrate chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight (CI-
APi-TOF) mass spectrometer (Kürten et al., 2011), a bromide CI-APi-TOF mass
spectrometer (Jokinen et al., 2012), and a water cluster CI-APi-TOF mass spec-
trometer (Pfeifer et al., 2020), respectively. VOCs were measured by a proton
transfer reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometer (PTR-TOF-MS Breitenlechner et
al., 2017. An iodide adduct chemical ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometer
equipped with a Filter Inlet for Gases and Aerosols (FIGAERO-CIMS) was em-
ployed to measure particle phase composition (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2014). Particle
size distributions were retrieved from combining measurements from a differential
mobility analyzer train (DMA-train, Stolzenburg et al., 2017), a custom-built nano-
Scanning Electrical Mobility Spectrometer (Kong et al., 2020), a nano-scanning
mobility particle sizer (nano-SMPS, Tröstl et al., 2015), and a long-SMPS (Jurányi
et al., 2011), with size ranges specified as in Wang et al. (2020).

Growth rate parameterization using aerosol dynamic equation
The continuous general aerosol dynamic equation is defined in J. Seinfeld and Pandis
(2006) as:
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where E0 is the lower limit of volume for a stable particle, =(E, C) is the particle
volume distribution at time C and volume E,  (@, E) is the coagulation coefficient
between particle of volume E and @, �0 is the homogeneous nucleation rate that
provides a source of particles of size E0, ((E, C), '(E, C), and � (E, C) are the sources,
sinks, and growth of particle of volume E, respectively. The time- and size-dependent
condensational growth rate of aerosols within a well-defined air mass at size 3p can
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then be written as:
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3?. The entire equation can be solved numerically by showing that 3p = 3p (C) along
a growth characteristic, and the rate of diameter change of a particle as a result of
condensation or evaporation is then:
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for a particle that is neither added to the population at size 3p nor lost from that
size at time C. Furthermore, if we define the flux through size space as �
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To evaluate the flux and diameter variation along a growth characteristic, we then
model the gas-to-particle conversion contribution to the growth rate as:

�
(
3p

)
= 2c3p 5 (Kn, U)

[
#∞ − #sat exp

(
3K
3p

)]
(4.5)

where 5 (Kn, U) is the correction factor due to noncontinuum effects (Kn) and
imperfect surface accommodation (U), #∞ and #sat are vapor concentration and
saturation vapor concentration, respectively, and

3K =
2f"
')dp

(4.6)

is the Kelvin diameter, a material property that accounts for the effect of the surface
free energy of the particle on the partial pressure that is required to maintain vapor-
liquid equilibrium with the droplet. f is the surface tension and " is the molecular
weight of the substance, and dp is the liquid-phase density. The sinks of particles
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considered in this study include dilution loss, particle wall loss, and coagulational
loss. With all the instruments connected the CLOUD facility, the total sampling
flow rate was 270 L min−1, resulting in a dilution lifetime of 1.6 h in the 26.1 m3

chamber:

'dil = :dil =(3p, C) = 1.72 × 10−4s−1 =(3p, C) (4.7)

Particle wall lose rate was extrapolated from the sulfuric acid wall loss rate:

'wall = :wall=(3p, C) = 2.116 × 10−3
(
)

278 T

)0.875 (
0.82
3p

)
=(3p, C) (4.8)

The coagulation coefficient between two particles at 3p,i and 3p,j is defined as:

 8, 9 = 2c(D8 + D 9 ) (3p,i + 3p,j)

×
[

3p,i + 3p,j
3p,i + 3p,j + 2(62

8
+ 62

9
)1/2
+

8(D8 + D 9 )
U(2̄2

8
+ 2̄2

9
)1/2(3p,i + 3p,j)

]
(4.9)

where D is particle diffusivity, 2̄ is the particle mean velocity and 6 is the mean
distance from the surface of a sphere covered by a particle after moving one mean
free path (FUCHS:1971aa; Charan et al., 2019):

68 =

√
2c2̄8

24D8 3p,i

[(
3p,i +

8D8
c2̄8

)3
−

(
32
p,i +

64D2
8

c22̄2
8

)3/2
]
− 3p,i (4.10)

After solving the given general dynamic equation and recovering the sink-free par-
ticle growth profile, the condensational flux, � (3p), as defined in Eq. (4.5), and the
Kelvin diameter, 3K, defined in Eq. (4.6), can be computed as the two signature
parameters that will then be applied in the aerosol box model GLOMAP to represent
the gas-to-particle conversion for nanoparticle growth.

Global modeling of nitric acid and ammonia with TOMCAT/GLOMAP
The GLobal Model of Aerosol Processes (GLOMAP) is the aerosol microphysics
module in the TOMCAT 3-D Eulerian offline chemical transport model (Spracklen
et al., 2005; Mann et al., 2010). The baseline model of GLOMAP nitrate module
includes all the nucleation mechanisms from previous CLOUD experiments, such
as the ternary inorganic nucleation, biogenic nucleation and amines nucleation
(Kirkby et al., 2011; Riccobono et al., 2014; Kirkby et al., 2016). The meteorology
is forced by ERA-Interim (Berrisford et al., 2011). Climatology of biomass burning
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emissions and dust are included, but there is no marine or anthropogenic organic
emission. Emission data are retrieved from the AeroCom 2000 dataset (Dentener
et al., 2006), including the ammonia emission data from Bouwman et al. (1997).
The nitrate solver assumes all particles are liquid or in aqueous solution, irrespective
of relative humidity, temperature, or particle size. Particle sizes are represented by
four different modes: nucleation (3-10 nm), Aitken (10-100 nm), accumulation
(100–1000 nm), and coarse (> 1000 nm). Figure 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 shows the annual
mean concentrations at different altitudes of SO2, NH3 and HNO3 respectively,
using the described baseline model. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the particle number
concentration predicted by the current baseline model, which already indicates
an underestimation of nucleation events in the upper free troposphere as particle
numbers decreases with altitudes. In addition, the current model also shows the
molecular ratio of ammonium to sulfate (NH+4 /SO

2−
4 ) in particle phase can be as

high as 20 at the lower altitude, suggesting nitrate may be a major contributor to
particles in the nucleationmode (Figure 4.5) at the surface. The seasonal variation of
nitrate particulatemass fractions shown in Figure 4.6 indicates that nitrate has a great
impact on particles in the nucleation mode at lower temperatures. The simulated
total number concentration using the baseline GLOMAP model is generally biased
low compared to the observation data from the NASA Atmospheric Tomography
Campaign (Atom-1) (Wofsy et al., 2018), especially in the tropics (Figure 4.7).

4.3 Results and Discussion
The survival probability of nucleated clusters in urban environment
In order to examine whether the rapid growth caused by nitric acid and ammonia can
help to explain the observed high survival probability of nucleated clusters under
highly polluted conditions, a series of experiments were conducted at the CLOUD
chamber with a mixture of anthropogenic vapors, under condensation sinks up to
0.1 s−1, typical of urban haze conditions (Mönkkönen et al., 2005; Xiao et al., 2015;
Yu et al., 2017). Figure 4.8 shows two representative nucleation events at 5 oC
with (Figure 4.8 a,c) and without HNO3 (Figure 4.8 b,d). The black lines on the
particle size distribution results show the linear fit to the 50% appearance times. The
condensation sink, a measure of coagulation scavenging by pre-existing particles,
is calculated using method described in Pirjola et al. (1999). Figure 4.8c shows
that although nucleation can take place under a constant CS of 0.06 s−1 (Figure
4.8a) that is formed from secondary vapors, the freshly nucleated particles are
effectively scavenged by the large number of pre-existing. The observed growth rate
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(5.5 nm/h) is very similar to experiments or ambient observations under relatively
clean conditions. However, in the presence of ammonia and nitric acid vapors, the
survival probability of particles formed from nucleation increases significantly with
rapid growth (above 100 nm/h) shown in Figure 4.8d, even under a CS of 0.025
s−1 (Figure 4.8b). The observed high growth rates agree with the hypothesis that
in order for nanoparticles to survive under urban high CS, they have to grow much
faster than we thought (Kulmala et al., 2017). The experimental results demonstrate
that the previously unconsidered contribution from HNO3 as a condensing species
at low size regime needs to be further evaluated on a large scale. The fact that
nitric acid can help nucleated clusters survive under urban CS may help us to better
constrain the large-scale modeling and to bridge discrepancy between simulations
and observations of particle number concentrations at the surface.

Temperature dependence of the Kelvin diameter
The Kelvin diameter for the rapid growth from nitric acid and ammonia co-
condensation is simply the activation diameter at which the runaway growth takes
place, as measured in Wang et al. (2020). Since saturation is the key factor that
determines the activation, the Kelvin diameter, defined in Eq. (4.6) can also be
rewritten as:

3K =
4fE
:) ln (

(4.11)

where E is the volume occupied by a molecule in the liquid phase, and the saturation
ratio, (, is the ratio of the vapor product of HNO3 and NH3 to the dissociation
constant,  p, defined as the product of the equilibrium partial pressure of HNO3 and
NH3. Since all the experiments were conducted at 60% RH, which is much lower
than the deliquescence relative humidity of ammonium nitrate, the dissociation
constant can be approximated as (Mozurkewich, 1993):

ln p = 118.87 − 24084
)
− 6.025 ln) (4.12)

Given that the dependence of f on temperature, ) , cannot be solved numerically,
the Kelvin diameters were fitted against saturation ratio, (, with temperature depen-
dence, such that:

3K = 0()) exp
(
1()) (

)
(4.13)
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The optimizationwas achieved using the first orderBroyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
algorithm (BFGS, Mogensen and Riseth, 2018), while assuming a Gaussian error of
30% uncertainty on the measured activation diameters. Figure 4.10 shows the fitted
results using the described optimization method with the temperature dependent
terms:

0 = 0.586634 ) − 148.02

1 = 0.0254364 ) − 6.6778 (4.14)

in the temperature range of −10 oC to 20 oC, which is substituted into Eq. (4.5) to
compute for the condensational flux.

Growth rate extraction from CLOUD size distribution data
Since the GLOMAP box model originally uses the conventional growth rates (in
nm/h) to represent nanoparticle growth (Gordon et al., 2017), to facilitate the ini-
tialization of the nitrate scheme in the model, growth rates have been calculated
by fitting the 50% appearance time linearly as a function of 3p. Figure 4.9 shows
the observed growth rates from CLOUD experiments as a function of excess vapor
product of nitric acid and ammonia. The excess vapor product is simply the differ-
ence between the measured vapor product and  p. The growth rate is fitted with a
log-log function as:

log(GR) = 1.018 × log
( [
[HNO3] [NH3]

]
ex − 3.255

)
(4.15)

4.4 Summary and Conclusions
Recent experiments performed at the CERN CLOUD chamber have suggested the
importance of the ammonia-nitric acid system in NPF. Here we demonstrated that
this newmechanism, resulting from the co-condensation of nitric acid and ammonia,
can help freshly nucleated clusters to grow out of the "valley of death", i.e., the sub-
10 nm size regime where they are most vulnerable to coagulational loss, under
high condensation sink, thereby increasing their survival probabilities in polluted
urban environments. This gas-to-particle conversion has been parameterized as
condensational flux using aerosol general dynamic equations. Furthermore, the
dependence of the Kelvin diameters or the activation sizes on saturation ratio has
also been optimized using the BFGS algorithm. A baseline nitrate module has been
constructed in the GLOMAP aerosol box model, which will be used as the platform
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Figure 4.1: Annual mean SO2 concentration in pptv predicted by the current
GLOMAP model (a) at the surface, (b) at 10 km, and (c) latitude vs altitude in
km, with an annual mean over longitudes.

to evaluate the impact of the recently found rapid growthmechanism on a large scale.
Both the conventional growth rates derived using the appearance timemethod and the
newly derived parameters will be incorporated into GLOMAP once the complexity
with the simulation time step has been resolved. This new perspective of quantifying
NPF contribution to global CCN budget can better represent nanoparticle early
growth in climate models, which will help to resolve the large uncertainties in
estimates and interpretations of cloud reflectivity and the Earth’s changing energy
budget.
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Figure 4.2: Annual mean NH3 concentration in pptv predicted by the current
GLOMAP model (a) at the surface, (b) at 10 km, and (c) latitude vs altitude in
km, with an annual mean over longitudes.
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Figure 4.3: Annual mean HNO3 concentration in pptv predicted by the current
GLOMAP model (a) at the surface, (b) at 10 km, and (c) latitude vs altitude in km,
with an annual mean over longitudes.
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Figure 4.4: Annual mean particle number concentration in cm−3 predicted by the
current GLOMAP model (a) at the surface, (b) at 10 km, and (c) latitude vs altitude
in km, with an annual mean over longitudes. Since particle number concentration
decreases with altitude, it already suggests that there is not enough nucleation
represented in the model in the upper troposphere.

Figure 4.5: Molecular ratio of ammonium to sulfate (NH+4 /SO
2−
4 ) predicted by

GLOMAP in particle phase for (a) nucleation mode particles at the surface, (b)
accumulation mode particles at the surface, (c) accumulation mode particles at 10
km altitude, (d) accumulation mode particles at 10 km altitude. Since the ratio of
NH+4 /SO

2−
4 can be over 20 at the surface (a), it indicates that there are a large number

of nitrate particles in the nucleation mode, which are yet to be included. Ammonia is
limited in remote oceans and Antarctica at the surface, suggesting not much nitrate
particle may be formed at higher altitude.
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Figure 4.6: Nitrate particulate mass fraction predicted by the GLOMAP simulation
for (a) particles in nucleation mode at the surface in January; (b) particles in accu-
mulation mode at the surface in January; (c) particles in nucleation mode at 10 km
altitude in January; (d) particles in accumulation mode at 10 km altitude in January;
(e) particles in nucleation mode at the surface in July; (f) particles in accumulation
mode at the surface in July; (g) particles in nucleation mode at 10 km altitude in
July; (h) particles in accumulation mode at 10 km altitude in July.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of 2016 daily mean total particle number concentrations
to Atom1 observations. (a) Five-minute-averaged observation data from the NASA
Atom1 campaign plotted as total number concentrations against latitude. The color
denotes the altitudes of the measurement; (b) Similar to (a), but the color indicates
the value of the ratio of simulated to observed particle number concentration with
blue meaning that the model underestimates particle numbers, and red meaning it
overestimates. 577 out of 996 data points have simulated number concentrations a
factor of 2 or more below observed number concentration; 105 have a factor 2 or
more above.
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Figure 4.8: Rapid growth events observed in the CLOUD chamber. (a) (b) conden-
sation sinks calculated for the two events. (c) Particle nucleation and growth at 5 oC
from a mixture of 0.2 pptv sulfuric acid, 3 ppbv ammonia, 10 ppbv HONO, 10 pptv
dimethylamine at 60% RH under a constant CS of 0.06 s−1. Nanoparticles grow to
roughly 4.3 nmwith a growth rate of 5.5 nm/h in 30 min before they lost to the larger
particles. (d) Particle formation and growth under similar sulfuric acid and HONO
conditions, but with 150 pptv dimethylamine, 8 ppbv ammonia, and the addition of
600 pptv HNO3. The nucleation took place when the CS decreases from 0.08 s−1

to 0.025 s−1 and was more intense due to the extra dimethylamine. The existence of
HNO3 resulted in an extremely fast growth with a growth rate above 100 nm/h, 80
min after nucleation started, growing particles from 5 nm to 50 nm in 30 min.
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Figure 4.9: Growth rates after activation versus the excess vapor product ofmeasured
nitric acid and ammonia levels at +5oC and−10oC. The growth rates are the slopes of
linear fits to the 50% appearance times calculated from all sizes above the activation
diameter. The excess vapor product (denoted by EVP in the fitting equation), is
calculated using the dissociation constant as described in Eq.(4.12).
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Figure 4.10: Observed activation diameters versus saturation ratio, with a tempera-
ture dependence. The activation diameters are the sizes at which the rapid growth
from nitric acid and ammonia co-condensation take place. The experimental data
at +5 oC and −10 oC are fitted using the BFGS algorithm with two temperature
dependent terms, as shown in Eq.4.13. Predictions of the Kelvin diameters are
given in solid lines from −10 oC to 20 oC using the optimization results.
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C h a p t e r 5

INDEX OF CHAMBER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH IN THE
UNITED STATES

Abstract
Research conducted in environmental chambers have significantly improved our un-
derstanding of chemical and physical mechanisms in the atmosphere and provided
opportunities to examine the complicated processes under precisely controlled con-
ditions. While tremendous valuable information have been collected from different
chamber facilities across the US, including the Caltech dual Teflon chambers, there
has yet to be an infrastructure where data can be stored, shared, and used by a broader
community. Previously, the results from chamber experiments could only be ob-
tained through direct communication with the research groups that produced the
results, and no public catalogue of results was available to guide the queries. Here
we developed a convention to report experimental data for the Caltech chamber users
and carefully documented chambers and instruments characteristics to facilitate data
organization and archiving. In addition, an online, open-access, searchable, central
repository to store and share atmospheric chamber experimental data has also been
established. The database, named the Index of Chamber Atmospheric Research
in the United States (ICARUS), can promote collaboration between atmospheric
researchers and facilitate model mechanisms by expanding modelers’ access to
atmospheric chamber data.

5.1 Background and Motivation
Atmospheric chamber, sometimes called environmental chamber or smog chamber,
has been widely used to study atmospheric chemistry and aerosol dynamics under
well-controlled conditions. Chemistry of different phases (gaseous, aqueous, solid,
or heterogeneous), secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation, and particle growth
can all be studied in such chambers. Chamber facilities make it possible to connect
bench-top laboratory research and ambient measurement. The CERN CLOUD
chamber, for example, which studies the mechanisms of atmospheric nucleation as
discussed in previous chapters, is an example of numerous chamber facilities in the
world. Many breakthroughs of atmospheric sciences have been made in chamber
studies all across the globe, including the Caltech dual Teflon chambers (Cocker
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et al., 2001; Schwantes et al., 2016).

The Caltech chambers have been the source of much of data on quantifying the
contribution of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) to SOA formation (Ng et al.,
2008; Loza et al., 2013; Shiraiwa et al., 2013) and on investigating reaction dynamics
between different atmospheric constituents (Nguyen et al., 2014; Zhang et al.,
2015; Kenseth et al., 2018). Data from the Caltech chambers have been used
to constrain the comprehensive chemical mechanisms for SOA formation (McVay
et al., 2016; Sunol et al., 2018). In addition, the empirical data are also used
to parameterize SOA formation in large-scale atmospheric models that predict the
climate feedbacks to human activities (Bates et al., 2016). While many more
atmospheric chambers in the US, similar to the Caltech chambers, are making key
contributions to improve our understanding of atmospheric sciences, there is no
central data storage mechanism to organize the vast amount of information from
chamber research. The limited public accessibility and the lack of a shareable
platform hinder a wider application of these valuable information. Furthermore,
the chamber-to-chamber variations in experimental data resulted from chamber
characteristics, data analysis methods, operational protocols, and instrumentation
features have never been evaluated rigorously, which also obstructs data comparisons
and integration.

Here we develop an open-access online infrastructure, the Index of Chamber At-
mospheric Research in the United States (ICARUS, https://icarus.ucdavis.
edu/), to store, archive, organize, and use atmospheric chamber data across the
major institutions in the US (Table 5.1). In order to facilitate this process for the
Caltech chambers users, the metadata, which is defined as a set of data that describes
and gives information about other data, of the chamber characteristics and instru-
mentation have been documented. A convention to report experimental data has
also been established for the Caltech chambers, as well as a user-friendly interface
to assist the Caltech researchers to archive experiment data. In addition, a com-
prehensive description of chamber experimental protocol to conduct photochemical
experiment project yield study using U-pinene + OH has also been prepared to lead
and to conduct the inter-comparison study between different chambers.

5.2 Chamber Data Organization and Archiving Convention
One of the major objectives for ICARUS is to extend chamber data accessibility to a
broader community, especially to the modelers who use experimental chamber data
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to develop atmospheric physical or chemical mechanisms. Therefore, data utilities
have to be ensured for end users and data have to be documented carefully with
information that describes the main dataset, which is often referred to as metadata.
This supplemental documentation should cover information that can constrain the
experimental data, such as specific chamber characteristics, experimental timeline
with key actions, instrumental notes, data analysis and quantification, etc. A uniform
metadata template has been developed and tested across the ICARUS collaboration.

Chamber characteristics
Chamber characteristics provide a detailed description of each atmospheric cham-
ber from each institution, including chamber physical properties, mixing protocols,
cleaning/flushing protocols, temperature controls, and humidity controls. In addi-
tion to the conventional Teflon chambers, the Caltech research group also uses a
Photooxidation Flow Tube (CPOT) to study gas-phase atmospheric chemistry and
SOA formation (Huang et al., 2017). Table 5.2 lists the important characteristics
of near bag, far bag, and CPOT, respectively. In addition, since the impact of
chamber-to-chamber variances can be significant on experimental results, particle
wall loss, vapor-wall loss, and light flux characterization data are also provided for
each chamber so that the end users can correct the data in a uniform manner. At
Caltech, particle wall loss is characterized following the protocol as described in
Charan et al. (2018), vapor-wall loss as in Huang et al. (2018), and light flux as the
k1 method in Zafonte et al. (1977) with a quartz k1 tube from UC Riverside.

Chamber experiment timeline
In an effort to record noteworthy actions in an experiment, such as seed injection,
photolysis initiation, and offline sample collection, each archived experiment must
be accompanied by one timeline document that serves as electronic experiment
notes. A user-friendly ICARUS timeline generator tool has been developed in
MATLAB®, which allows users to generate new experiment timeline, to edit ex-
perimental procedures, to add extra experiment steps, and to automatically reorder
the procedures based on the times from user input (Figure 5.1). The method also
reads computer local time zones automatically. All the user input information is
acquired from user-interface windows and no editing within the script is needed.
The auto-generated timeline includes two columns: time and action, the format of
which, in comma-separated values (.CSV), is compatible with the ICARUS website
uploading requirement. This script is shared among all the ICARUS participating
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groups.

Instrument documentation and experiment data convention
In order to better understand the data collected from different instruments, every
instrument has one metadata document that describes the instrument make, model,
measurement type, data recording frequency, sensitivity and limits-of-detection, and
methods and protocols for data analysis, quantification, calibration, sampling and
uncertainty estimation. The Caltech chamber analytical suite includes a XMAN
SMPS, a RHT Probe, a CIMS, a GC-FID, a HR-ToF-AMS, a PILS+LC−ESI−MS,
and two NOx monitors. A data format converting tool that convert the Caltech
default instrument data into ICARUS compatible format (in .csv) has been developed
in MATLAB®, with details listed in Table 5.4.

XMAN SMPS

The soft x-ray differential mobility analyzer in negative mode, or the XMAN SMPS,
measures online particle size distribution during chamber experiments. The in-
strument was built in 2019, and data recording is accomplished using National
Instrument® FPGA data acquisition board with LabVIEW, and data analysis is done
in MATLAB®. The instrument employs a Po-210 ion source, a TSI 3081A long-
column differential mobility analyzer (DMA), and an Aerosol Dynamics Inc. (ADI)
MAGIC TM water-based CPC. The raw data time resolution, i.e., data recording
frequency, of the XMAN SMPS is 0.5 s, with analysis data averaging over 330 s.
The detection limit for the XMAN SMPS is 10 nm - 1 `m with low sensitivity
to temperature. The sensitivity to relative humidity remains low up to 40% RH,
where a dryer tube is needed to connect before the inlet and particle size needs to
be corrected based on reduced humidity. Sample is directly withdrawn at 0.5 L/min
from the chamber through a 80 cm long, 1/4 inch stainless-steel tubing, with a mean
sample residence time of 13 second. Data analysis is carried through using the data
inversion method developed based on finite-element analysis of particle trajectories
along the differential mobility analyzer column, Monte Carlo simulation of particle
Brownian motion, and modeling of the condensation particle counter residence time
distribution (Mai and Flagan, 2018; Mai et al., 2018). The custom-built MATLAB®

software takes in the raw output from the instrument (particle counts), and inverts
it to particle size distribution. Flow calibration is performed by fitting pressure
transducer response current to flow rates measured from Gilibrator directly. Voltage
calibration is done by fitting high-voltage source loop feedback current to the true
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voltage measured by a multimeter connected to a high-voltage probe. Mobility
peaks are verified by the measuring the transfer functions of spherical polystyrene
latex particles of different sizes (50 nm, 150 nm, 300 nm, 500 nm, 750 nm). Cal-
ibration drift is estimated to be low and calibration is performed as needed. The
measurement uncertainty is around 10%. Data is reported in d#/d log 3p as cm−3

at different diameters.

RHT Probe

The Vaisala HMM211 humidity and temperature (RHT) Probe (built in 2009) mea-
sures online temperature and relative humidity (RH) during chamber experiments.
The data recording is accomplished using National Instrument® data acquisition
board with LabVIEW, and data is recorded in .txt format. The raw data time resolu-
tion, i.e., data recording frequency, is 30 s. RH can be calibrated from 11% to 95%
using LiCl, KNO3, Mg(NO3)2 and MgCl2 salts. The calibration is not likely to drift
and only needs to be performed every few years. The temperature (in ◦C) and RH
(in%) values for the chamber experiments are often averaged over time, with one
standard deviation as the measurement uncertainty () ± 0.2◦C).

CIMS

The Varian 1200 Triple Quadrupole chemical ionization mass spectrometer with
CF3O−, or the CIMS (built in 2008), measures the concentration (in ppb) of gas-
phase compounds when conducting chamber experiments (online). The data is
recorded every ~3 mins (162 - 172 s for benzyl alcohol), and is normalized using the
m/z = 86 peak (the M+1 peak for CF3O−). The measurements are very sensitive to
RH, and water signals must be accounted for when analyzing CIMS data. Different
compounds are identified by scan numbers (m/z number) and the data is analyzed
in MATLAB®. For example, benzyl alcohol concentration can be calculated using
m/z = 193, which is the sum of the mass of benzyl alcohol and CF3O−. We first
divide the signal of m/z = 193 by that of m/z = 86, and then use the calculated
ratio to compare to the normalized signal value from calibration. The calibration is
performed by diluting a known concentration of gaseous compound (~44 ppb benzyl
alcohol) in a 800 L Teflon bag. The concentration of the gas-phase compound in
this bag is verified using Fourier transform infrared absorption (FT-IR) spectroscopy
with a 19 cm path-length and absorption cross sections from the Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL) database (Sharpe et al., 2004). In this way, any wall
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or sampling loss can be accounted for since the CIMS is sampled from the same
volume as the FT-IR. Multiple FT-IR samples must be taken until they give the same
concentration, thereby ensuring a minimal effect from any compound deposited on
the instrument walls. The standard deviation of the compound mixing ratio along
with the uncertainty in the calibration is used to estimate the uncertainty of the
initial mixing ratio of the compound during the background collection period of
each experiment (first ~1 h), as well as the time-dependent gas-phase mixing ratios
throughout the entire experiment. For SOA yield studies, where the reacted gaseous
compound concentration is measured by subtracting the initial concentration from
the time-dependent gas-phase concentration, the variance of the reacted concentra-
tion is the sum of the variances of the two values. The uncertainty is then reported
as the square root of the reacted compound mixing ratio variance.

GC-FID

The Hewlett Packard® 6890N gas chromatograph with flame ionization detector
(GC-FID) measures gas-phase compound concentration as low as 10 ppt throughout
the experiment. Data is recorded by the HPCore Chemstation software every 14
min. The concentration is computed by integrating the peak area of the spectrum.
Calibration for the GC-FID is done similarly as the CIMS, through pillow bag
dilution using FT-IR and the PNNL absorption database. The drift is estimated to
be low and the uncertainty is roughly 10%.

HR-ToF-AMS

The Aerodyne 215-037 high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer
(HR-ToF-AMS) measures submicrometer, nonrefractory aerosol chemical composi-
tion, with chemical speciation of sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, chloride, and organic
aerosol constituents. The data is recorded with ToF-AMS DAQ v4.0.40 and data
can be analyzed with SQUIRREL v1.61 and PIKA v1.21 modules for Igor Pro,
which needs to be corrected for gas-phase interferences (e.g., N2 interfering with
aerosol-derived CO at m/z = 28) and composition-dependent collection efficiencies.
The raw data time resolution is 100 Hz and data is averaged every 10 s (0.1 Hz). The
detection limits for each class of chemical constituents are calculated as three times
the standard deviation of blank signals measured from high-efficiency particulate
air (HEPA) filter samples taken before each experiment. Submicrometer aerosol
particles (35 nm - 1.5 `m) is sampled into the instrument through an aerodynamic
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lens at a flow rate of ~1.3 mL/s, producing a collimated particle beam that is directed
onto a resistively heated surface where particles undergo vaporization (~600 ◦C) and
electron impact ionization (~70 eV). Ions formed via electron impact ionization are
then detected with a custom-designed Tofwerk HR-ToF-MS configured in V-mode
and operating at a mass resolution of ~2100. The instrumental ionization efficiency
is calibrated using dry, 350 nm ammonium nitrate particles that are size-selected by
a DMA operating in static mode. Mass loadings of sulfate, ammonium, chloride,
and organic aerosol constituents are reported as "nitrate equivalent mass loadings
(`g/m3)," assuming ionization efficiencies for these species relative to nitrate. The
analyzed data can be reported as, O:C, the oxygen to carbon atom ratio, H:C, the
hydrogen to carbon atom ratio, N:C, the nitrogen to carbon atom ratio, and OM:OC,
the organic mass to organic carbon ratio (Aiken et al., 2008). The calibration drift
is estimated to be low and the uncertainties for O:C and H:C are estimated to be
±30% and ±10%, respectively.

PILS+LC−ESI−MS

The particle-into-liquid sampler (PILS) coupled with the ultra-performance liquid
chromatography/electrospray ionization quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrome-
try (UPLC/ESI-Q-TOF-MS, built in 2014), or the PILS+LC-ESI-MS, is an offline
technique to measure the negative (−) and positive (+) ion mass spectra from m/z 40
to 1000 of SOA molecular constituents in PILS samples. Analytes are detected as
[M-H]− ions in negative mode, and as both [M+H]+ ions as well as adducts with Na+

and NH+4 in positive mode. The Caltech PILS is based on a modification of the origi-
nal design of Weber et al. (2001). Sample is collected every 5 minutes at 12.5 L/min
and a total of 48 liquid samples can be collected for chamber experiments within ~
4 hr duration. The detection limit of the PILS sample is 10 ppbm. PILS samples
are then analyzed by a Waters ACQUITY UPLC I-Class system coupled to a Xevo®

G2-S Q-TOF-MS equipped with an ESI source and operating at a mass resolution of
20,000-34,000 and a mass accuracy of <5 mDa. The detailed operating parameters
of the instrument, and methods for PILS sampling, chemical identification, data
analysis, quantification, calibration, and uncertainty estimation, can be found in the
Supporting Information of Kenseth et al. (2018). Uncertainty in the PILS method
is mainly related to the variation in the collected liquid volume due to the existence
of air bubbles, and has been estimated to be ±11%. Uncertainty associated with the
chromatographic and mass spectral reproducibility of the UPLC/ESI-Q-TOF-MS is
estimated to be ±3%.
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NOx monitors

The Teledyne T200 NOx monitor, NOxTele (built in 2012), measures the NO and
NO2 concentrations. Data acquisition is achieved using LabView, with a frequency
of 30 s. The detection limit is 1 PPM. Samples are drawn at 200 mL/min from the
chamber directly and then passed through a filter to remove O3. Calibration using
889.5 ppb (±5%) NO needs to be done frequently as the drift is estimated to be
relatively high (50% in 6 months).

The Fritz Aerometric Technologies Luminol NO2/Acyl Peroxynitrate Analyzer, or
the NOxLum, measures NO2 and peroxyacyl nitrates (PAN) concentrations. Both
data acquisition and analysis are accomplished using Labview, with a frequency
of 10 s. The NOxLum shares the same sampling line as the NOxTele. The NO2

signals may be interfered with CH3ONO, organic nitrates, nitric acid, or other NOy

compounds. Measurement uncertainties for both instruments are estimated to be
10%.

5.3 The ICARUS Online Database
The ICARUS online website (https://icarus.ucdavis.edu/) has been built
from scratch on a PHP framework by the ICARUS website developers based on the
content that is agreed on by the participating institutions. An organization for the
Caltech facilities, "Caltech Atmospheric Chamber", has been created on the website
as an "Organization" (Figure 5.2). Three chamber and nine instruments, along with
the metadata and characteristics documentation as discussed above, are listed under
the organization. Experiment set, a series of chamber experiments that serve similar
scientific purpose, can be added in one specific chamber. A publication associated
with the experiment set can also be created with details such as title, author list, DOI
number, publisher details and manuscript abstract. Each experiment set will have
its associated characterization files, instrument, and publication. Experiment data,
organized following the reporting convention, can be uploaded for each instrument
separately.

Extensive work has been done to minimize the labor that is involved in uploading
and describing experimental dataset while upholding the high quality of data. For
example, reactant can be added to the experiment though an interactive search using
the PubChem database so that the synonyms for each compound can be controlled
by its CAS number. Experiments can be copied both within one experiment set
and across different sets to reduce redundancy in the form-filling and data upload
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process. One experiment set can be downloaded as one zip file, that contains a
table of content with a set identification number, datasets from all experiments,
characterization data, and experiment set description. Each data file contains the
corresponding instrument metadata in addition to the main data. Furthermore,
although uploaded datasets are in default available to public to promote broad
dissemination of publically funded data, they can be set to private temporarily so
that provisional data can also be organized and stored using the same format. The
website is still undergoing testing by research groups to further refine the data storage
fields, remove redundancy, identify bugs and improve user-interface.

5.4 Inter-comparison Study Experimental Protocol
The ICAURS inter-comparison studies aim to help us to understand the similar-
ities and differences of participating chambers when characterization studies are
performed with the same protocols (Table 5.3). It is recommended that the follow-
ing procedure (Kenseth et al., 2018) be carried out by each participating chamber
as part of the ICARUS inter-comparison photochemical experiment product yield
study using U-pinene + OH. The purpose of this study is to compare SOA and
individual product yields using vapor/particle wall loss corrections and the photon
flux protocol to determine modeled vs. experimental OH (via decay of VOC).

Suggested procedures
U-Pinene photooxidation experiments will be carried out at ambient temperature
(~295 K), atmospheric pressure (~1 atm), and low relative humidity (~15% RH).
At Caltech, temperature and RH will be monitored with a Vaisala HMM211 probe.
Experiments will be performed in the presence of (NH4)2SO4 seed aerosol, and at
an initial NOG mixing ratio of 15 ppb (injected as pure NO). At Caltech, O3 and NOG
mixing ratios are quantified by a Horiba APOA-360 O63 absorption monitor and
a Teledyne T200 NOx monitor, respectively. The detection limits for O3, NO, and
NO2 are 0.5, 0.4, and 0.4 ppb, respectively. Prior to each experiment, the chamber
should be flushed with dry, purified air for 24 hr such that the particle number
and volume concentrations are less than 10 cm−3 and 0.01 `m3 cm−3, respectively.
U-Pinene (>99%, Sigma-Aldrich) should be injected into the chamber such that the
initial mixing ratio is ~100 ppb. Polydisperse seed aerosol should be generated
via atomization of a dilute (0.06 M) aqueous solution of (NH4)2SO4, followed by
diffusive drying and neutralization. The target volume concentration and mean
particle diameter are ~70 `m3 cm−3 and ~100 nm, respectively. H2O2 should
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serve as the source of OH radical on photolysis under broadband UV irradiation.
At the slow H2O2 photolysis rate in the Caltech chamber (350 nm backlights)
and the relatively high initial mixing ratios of H2O2, steady-state OH and HO2

concentrations are achieved (Eddingsaas et al., 2012). The initial H2O2 mixing
ratio should produce steady-state OH and HO2 concentrations of ~ 2 × 106 and ~1
1 × 1010 molecules cm−3, respectively. At Caltech, this requires an initial H2O2

mixing ratio of ~2 ppm. Experiments should be run for 4 hr.

Instrumentation
The required instruments to perform the propose experiment include: an instrument
to monitor U-pinene mixing ratio, such as PTR-MS, SIFT-MS, GC-FID, GC-ECD,
IMS, or similar; an instrument to monitor gaseous oxidation products, such as
negative ion CIMS (any reagent ion), PTR-MS, SIFT-MS, or similar; an instrument
to monitor particle size and concentration, such as SMPS, AMS, or similar. It is
optional to have an instrument to monitor particle composition, PILS coupled with
HPLC, FIGAERO, or similar.

Example calibration and data analysis protocols for Caltech chamber
Gas-phase U-pinene mixing ratio using GC-FID

U-Pinene mixing ratios are quantified with an Agilent 6890N gas chromatograph
equipped with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) and operated with an Agilent
HP-5 column (30 m × 0.32 mm, 0.25 `m). The GC-FID is calibrated with a
commercial U-pinene standard (>99%, Sigma- Aldrich) over a mixing ratio range
from 100 to 200 ppb using a gas-tight volumetric syringe and a mass-controlled
dilution flow of N2 into a 100 L Teflon bag. At Caltech, the GC-FID is also
calibrated with ppm-level bags (10-20 ppm) prepared via an analogous method
and cross-calibrated using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) with
tabulated absorption cross sections for U-pinene (Sharpe et al., 2002).

SMPS data analysis

At Caltech, SMPS data analysis is carried out through data inversion based on finite-
element analysis of particle trajectories along the DMA, Monte Carlo simulation of
particle Brownian motion, and residence time distribution modeling of CPC (Mai
and Flagan, 2018; Mai et al., 2018). Based on instrumental limitations and inversion
accuracies, the SMPS used in the Caltech chamber can measure particle-size distri-
butions from 20 nm up to 800 nm, which is sufficient to cover the SOA size range in
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this experiment. Noted that using different DMA transfer functions (Stolzenburg,
1988; Russell et al., 1995; Collins et al., 2004; Mamakos et al., 2008; Dubey and
Dhaniyala, 2011) and instrumentation setup may result in differences in SOA yield
calculations. As a result of particle growth driven by gas/particle-phase chemistry
and gas-particle partitioning, mean geometric diameters typically shift from ~100
nm to ~230 nm after a 4 hr experiment. Aerosol volume concentrations are cal-
culated from particle size distributions assuming homogenous spherical particles.
Aerosol mass concentrations are derived assuming an effective density for U-pinene
SOA of 1.25 g mL−1.

AMS data analysis

AMS ionization efficiency is calibrated using dry, 350 nm NH4NO3 particles, gen-
erated from a dilute (0.01 M) aqueous solution of NH4NO3 and size-selected with
a DMA. Detection limits for each class of chemical constituents are calculated
as three times the standard deviation of blank signals measured from HEPA filter
samples (~30 min) taken before each experiment. AMS data are analyzed using
the SQUIRREL and PIKA modules for Igor Pro, and are corrected for gas-phase
interferences (Aiken et al., 2008; Allan et al., 2004) and composition-dependent
collection efficiencies (Middlebrook et al., 2012). Elemental O:C and H:C ratios
are calculated using the “Improved-Ambient” elemental analysis method for AMS
spectra (Canagaratna et al., 2015).

5.5 Summary and Future Work
Here we have developed a uniform convention to report Caltech atmospheric cham-
ber data and metadata. Multiple user-friendly interfaces have also been established
to assist the Caltech chamber users to organize experiment data. One full experiment
set with 19 benzyl alcohol experiments have been uploaded on the ICARUS online
database, and more legacy data that produced significant research values will be
archived in the future. The development of this open-access database will likely
foster collaboration between atmospheric chemistry researchers and maximize the
discovery and use of atmospheric chamber datasets. These collaborative efforts
are not only limited to the current participating institutions in the US, but can be
expanded to researchers in other countries. As a sister initiative to EUROCHAMP
(http://www.eurochamp.org) (Muñoz andGómez-Alvarez, 2008;Wiesen, n.d.),
ICARUS will help to increase the global reach of atmospheric data sharing. In ad-
dition, the project development occurs in parallel with the development of the
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Data Asset Services Hub (DASH) at the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR). The datasets and data management policies of ICARUS will be integrated
with DASH for long-term data storage and management.

5.6 Code availability
Codes for the Caltech data archiving tools (timeline generator and data converter
tool) can be found on https://github.com/caltechchamber/icarus_tool
with detailed user instructions.
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Institution Principal Years Volume Chamber Lights Temperature Mixing
Investigator of Data Material Control? Fan?

Caltech Seinfeld, 10+ 18 m3 Teflon UV black 10 - No
John H. Years lamps 45 ◦C

Carnegie Donahue, Neil 10+ 12 m3 Teflon UV black 5 - No
Mellon M. and Robinson, Years lamps 25 ◦C

University Allen L.
CU Jimenez, 1-5 25 m3 Teflon UV black lamps 4 - Some exp.,

Boulder Jose L. Years + visible lamps 40 ◦C Teflon fans
CU Ziemann, 10+ 8 m3 Teflon UV black lamps No Teflon

Boulder Paul J. Years coated Al
Georgia Ng, 1-5 13 m3 Teflon UV black lamps 4 - No
Tech Nga Lee Years + natural sunshine 40 ◦C

fluorescent lights
NCAR Tyndall, Geoffrey 10+ 0.05 Stainless Xe lamps -47 - No

S. and Orlando, Years and 8 m3 steel and and 77 ◦C
John J. and Teflon UV black lamps

UC Nguyen, None 4 - Teflon UV black + 10 - No
Davis Tran B. 10 m3 UV-B lamps 50 ◦C
UC Nizkorodov, 1-5 5 m3 Teflon UV black + No Only during

Irvine Sergey A. Years UV-B lamps filling; plastic
UC Cocker, David R. 10 + 2 - Teflon, UV black lamps, 5 - Only prior

Riverside and Carter, Years 100 m3 some Teflon Ar and Xe 40 ◦C to reaction
William P.L. coated Al lamps, sunlight

UT Hildebrandt 1-5 12 m3 Teflon UV black 2 - No
Austin Ruiz, Lea Years lamps 40 ◦C

Table 5.1: Institutions participating in ICARUS and their chamber characteristics.
All the listed chambers have humidity controls and are primarily operated in batch
mode.
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Characteristics Near Bag Far Bag CPOT
Volume (m3) 19 18 0.043

Shape Rectangular Prism Rectangular Prism Cylindrical
Surface area (m2) 41.8 41.8 1.18

Flow Mode Batch Batch Flow-through
Flow Rate (L/min) N.A. N.A. 2
Body Material Teflon Teflon Quartz

Body thickness (mil) 50 50 N.A
Replacement date 08/08/17 08/08/17 N.A

Mixing N.A. N.A. Axial dispersion

Table 5.2: Chamber characteristics for the Caltech Near Bag, Far Bag, and CPOT.
Note that each chamber can be cleaned with air flushing, and CPOT can also be
cleaned with solvent when necessary. The three chambers use the same temperature
(20 - 45 ◦C) and relative humidity (5 - 100%) controls. The mixing of the two Teflon
chambers is accomplished by injecting additional inflow air to the chamber.

Experiment Leading Institution Project Goals
Particle UC Comparison of wall loss trends and corrected
wall loss Riverside particle concentrations using inorganic seeds
Vapor CU Comparison of wall loss trends

wall loss Boulder and corrected vapor mixing ratios
Photolysis UC Comparison of modeled and measured

measurements UC Irvine J(NO2) and J(H2O2)
Project yield Carnegie Possibly O3 + U-Pinene with Scavenger;
study, dark Mellon Comparison of SOA yield and some product yields,
experiment University using the particle and vapor loss corrections
Project yield Possibly OH + U-Pinene;

study, Caltech Comparison of SOA yield and some product yields,
photochemical using the particle/vapor loss corrections and photolysis
experiment measurement to determine modeled OH vs. experimental OH

Table 5.3: Proposed experiments for the ICARUS inter-comparison study with
experimental details and leading research groups.

Data Type Original File Format Output Format (Archiving Convention, in .csv)
Timeline Default list of experimental actions in .xlsx Time (HH:MM) + Actions
SMPS Data structure in .mat Time series d#/d log 3p for all the size bins

and total number, surface and volume concentrations
GC-FID Manually integrated peak area input in .xlsx Time series concentrations (in ppb)

or peak area integrated and saved in .mat
CIMS Data structure in .mat Time series m/z information
RHT .txt (directly from the instrument) Time series RHT data

NOx/O3 .txt (directly from the instrument) Time series NOx/O3 data

Table 5.4: ICARUS experiment data formatting convention with the file converting
tool. Since the data reporting format of theHR-ToF-AMS and the PILS+LC-ESI-MS
can vary given the different scientific nature of the experiments, there is currently
no convention established for these two instruments for Caltech chamber users.
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Figure 5.1: A list of default experiment procedures in the ICARUS timeline generator

Figure 5.2: A simplified entity-relationship diagram for the Caltech Atmospheric
Chamber.
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C h a p t e r 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The foregoing chapters of this dissertation, along with the following appendices,
have discussed a variety of approaches to help us understand climate forcings from
human activities, in particular, from particulate matter. The importance of air-
borne particles for clouds formation and radiative forcing has been verified in many
laboratory measurements, in situ observations, and large-scale climate models.

First the development of nanoparticle size-measuring technique was presented
(Chapter 2, Appendix B). The nano-scanning electrical mobility spectrometer
(nSEMS) has provided robust and effective particle size distribution measurements
in the low-nanometer regime. The highly resolved size distribution data have helped
to push the boundary of our understanding in critical aerosol dynamics of newly
formed particles in atmospheric chamber studies. Well-controlled chamber exper-
iments, along with many other state-of-the-art instruments, can provide valuable
information when examining complex physical or chemical mechanisms of particle
formation and growth (Chapter 3, Appendices C, D & E). While chamber studies
can improve our understanding in fundamental sciences, field measurements (Ap-
pendix A) and model simulations (Chapter 4) are necessary to ensure that these
data are realistic in ambient conditions and can be appropriately incorporated for
evaluations of model mechanisms. In an effort to maximize chamber data usability,
an online searchable public data infrastructure has been developed to streamline the
data archiving, organizing, and sharing processes (Chapter 5).

Tremendous progress has been made in understanding atmospheric aerosol particles
and their impact on cloud properties. However, the discrepancies between model
simulations and observations still remain, largely due to the lack of representation of
aerosol schemes in climate models. The detailed chemical and physical mechanisms
of atmospheric new particle formation and secondary organic aerosol growth derived
from chamber studies are often too computationally expensive to include in large-
scale modeling. Yet the current simplified representation of these mechanisms and
their contribution to cloud formation cannot fully capture the climate significance
from these atmospheric constituents.

A new paradigm that can describe the interaction between aerosol, clouds, and
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climate needs to be developed, incorporating the valuable in situ observations and
laboratory measurements into climate models. Aerosol-cloud interaction remains
to be one of the highly leveraged bottlenecks that experts have identified in climate
change mitigation and that are believed to be particularly well-suited for machine
learning applications (Rolnick et al., 2019). Data-driven machine learning algo-
rithms have arisen as a powerful tool in parameterizing complex systems, including
applications in climate sciences (Reichstein et al., 2019). For instance, random forest
regression algorithms have been employed to replace the gas-phase chemical mech-
anism in GEOS-Chem and to explain PM10 concentration elevation in Switzerland
(Grange et al., 2018; Keller and Evans, 2019). Gradient-boosted regression trees
were used to determine a global spatial distribution of aerosol mixing state with
respect to hygroscopicity (Hughes et al., 2018). Neural networks have been applied
to successfully analyze the Carbon Bond Mechanism Z (CBM-Z) gas-phase chem-
ical mechanism and to emulate the behavior of a high-resolution cloud simulation
(Kelp et al., 2018). The viability of machine learning has offered an alternative
to the existing physical model structures, which do not always offer great trade-
offs between computation cost and accuracy. With the establishment of an online
database which enables inter-chamber exchange of valuable experimental results,
the accessibility to large quantity of high quality data will certainly facilitate this
data-driven approach to study how aerosols affect clouds - and how clouds affect
aerosols. Reducing the discrepancies between modeling and measurements on a
global scale will undoubtedly help climate scientists to better estimate the Earth’s
radiation and climate change.
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